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Abstract: Climate change is happening. Yet this phenomenon does not only concern the environment, but               
also has various notable and important psychological implications for individuals in particular and society              
in general. Understanding such psychological impacts is crucial for an effective process of mitigation of               
climate change consequences, however there is limited research about vicarious emotional responses to the              
threat of climate change. On the other hand, engaging with sustainable development and climate change               
education is sensibly being widely accepted and embraced as a crucial step towards solving              
anthropo-generated environmental issues and learning to live within planetary boundaries. 
  
Hence, I focused on investigating the most common emotional reactions to climate change and relevant               
preferred coping strategies among graduate students of sustainability-related programmes to provide some            
more profound insights in emotional resilience and psychological well-being of the students. In order to do                
so, I provide an overview of relevant notions of emotion and coping as well as Smith and Lazarus’                  
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as well as their motivation to be engaged in climate change mitigation, the same emotions can be beneficial                  
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1. Introduction 
  
Engaging with sustainable development and climate change education is sensibly being widely            
accepted and embraced as a crucial step towards solving anthropo-generated environmental issues and             
learning to live within planetary boundaries, whereas lack thereof will lead to irreversible climate              
crisis and natural world alteration. While some environmental psychology researchers have been            
investigating inter alia the psychological impacts of global climate change on human cognition,             
behaviour, and well-being (e.g. Doherty and Clayton, 2011), there is a limited understanding of              
vicarious emotional responses to climate change in particular and psychological impacts of this             
phenomenon on subjective human well-being in general (Kleres and Wettergren, 2017, p. 509-510),             
as well as relevant coping strategies (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984) to enhance emotional resilience and               
psychological well-being of students. Often interlinked feelings of hopelessness, frustration, anger,           
guilt, and worry can be argued to have correlations to the existential anxiety of nonbeing in Tillichian                 
sense as climate change threatens the fundamental existence of humanity (Tillich, 1952, as mentioned              
in Ojala, 2016). Nevertheless one might advocate that these negative emotions concerning climate             
change originate, as Välimäki and Lehtonen (2012) point out in regards to ecological worry, in the                
tradition of delusional notion of human autonomy, independence of humanity from nature, and             
overreaching capacity of science and technology (Weintrobe, 2012). On the other hand, some             
researchers suggest positive outcomes and constructive nature of negative emotions about climate            
change if the person concentrates on finding solutions, reflection on the outside world, and critical               
thinking (Ojala, 2013, 2016). Furthermore, contemporary observations regarding university         
sustainable development programmes with pluralistic approaches in education and deliberative          
communication models suggest an urgent need for increased awareness and inclusion of emotions as              
an integral part of constructive adaptive responses of students to climate change (Ojala, 2013, 2015,               
2016; Verplanken and Roy, 2013). This paper’s aim is thus to investigate the emotional reactions to                
climate change and relevant coping strategies among graduate students of sustainability-related           
programmes . Hence, the study is framed by a grounded theory methodological approach and focuses              
on aforementioned students (object of study) while it is also operating within the intersections of               
climate change science, environmental psychology, and sustainable development education. 
  
 

1.1. Research questions 
 
In order to address the aim of this thesis in a constructive way, two research questions were developed                  
and presented as follows. 
RQ1. What are the most common emotional reactions to climate change among graduate students of               
sustainability-related programmes? 
RQ2. What are the coping strategies favoured by the students?  

2. Background 
  
To begin with, it should be acknowledged that “climate change is as much a psychological and social                 
phenomenon as a matter of biodiversity and geophysics and has impacts beyond the biophysical”              
(Doherty and Clayton, 2011, p. 266). That is to say, climate change has various noteworthy               

1 



implications and impacts outside of prevalent conventional understanding of this phenomenon as            
something that only concerns the environment. 
  
Doherty and Clayton (Ibid.) determine three broad classes in regard to psychological impacts of              
climate change, viz.: 
  

- direct and acute (e.g. mental health issues connected to devastating natural disasters and             
consequent personal and communal psychological adjustments); 

  
- indirect (e.g. different vicarious emotional responses to the possible threat of climate            

change for one’s well-being in the future rather than one’s exposure to its direct              
consequences and associated issues); 

  
- psychosocial impacts (e.g. different alterations in community/social interactions and         

relationships such as intergroup conflicts for available resources, increase in violent           
tendencies, displacement and migration) (Ibid., pp. 266-271). 

  
Indirect psychological impacts of climate change that encompass diverse vicarious affective responses            
to climate change shall be discussed further. 
  
  

2.1. Emotion: a variety of approaches to defining the         
phenomenon 
  
In order to define what emotions are in a less anthropocentric way, one can refer to the work of Verlie                    
(2019, pp. 752-753), where she applies a terminology by Barad (2007) and thus regards emotions as                
“affective intra-actions”, which are based on the interconnectedness and interdependence of climate            
and humans, including the way “human agency unfolds through acting-with the wider            
socio-ecological world” (Verlie, 2019, pp. 753). Hence, emotions are not solely “human productions”,             
but phenomena that also involve and evolve from the non-human agency that influences one’s              
emotions (Ibid.). In contrast, Doherty and Clayton (2011) suggest that emotional responses are             
moderated by one’s personal beliefs, values, and experiences, however people outline several            
distinctive emotions in regard to climate change as a potential risk for their well-being, i.a.               
anxiety/worry, guilt, despair, and grief. Thus, emotional reactions can be seen as an essential part of                
risk perception (Böhm, 2003, p. 199). 
  
Böhm (Ibid.) also takes a broader approach to emotions about environmental risks, which she              
distinguishes into four major groups: 
  
i) prospective consequence-based emotions reflect anticipation of the environmental risks, including           
climate change (hope, hopelessness, worry, fear); 
  
ii) retrospective consequence-based emotions concern reflection on the experiences in the past (regret,             
sadness, sympathy); 
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iii) self-related (guilt, shame); 
  
iv) other-related (anger, outrage, disgust, contempt, disappointment) ethics-based emotions imply          
blame for the consequences directed towards oneself or others, respectively. 
  
Böhm also found out that the most intense emotions regarding environmental risk were worry and               
fear, while the least intense ones were guilt and shame (Ibid., pp. 203-206). 
  
Having said that, Frijda et al. (1989) suggest that some cognitive emotion theories regard emotional               
experiences as consequences of the appraisal of eliciting events/situations, and thus each emotion             
correlates with a cognitive structure based on appraisal dimensions. Taking into consideration this             
interplay between emotions and appraisal, the next part of this paper is going to provide insights into                 
coping. 
  
  

2.2. Coping: definition and typology 
  
Coping as an underlying concept can be defined as “the cognitive and behavioral efforts made to                
master, tolerate, or reduce external and internal demands and conflicts among them” (Folkman and              
Lazarus, 1980, p. 223). Therefore, this definition suggests that a person makes a conscious effort to                
fix a situation that he/she experiences with a specific emphasis on the coping endeavours rather than                
possible outcomes of this encounter per se (Ojala, 2012, p. 26). 
  
I decided to utilise the transactional model of coping developed by Smith and Lazarus (1993), which                
will be described in more details later in the paper (Homburg et al., 2007, p. 756). According to this                   
model, the process incorporates primary and secondary appraisals (Ojala, 2012, p. 539). 
  
During the primary appraisal, the individual is assessing whether the circumstances of the situation              
are posing harm or loss to something that is valuable to this individual, and if it is subsequently                  
considered to be a threat, then negative emotions towards a stressor or multiple stressors start               
secondary appraisal, in which the individual is trying to find ways to minimise, control or cope with                 
the stressor (Smith and Lazarus, 1993, Ojala, 2012, Carroll, 2013). That is to say, primary appraisal is                 
a perception as well as an assessment of situational demands, including perceived circumstantial             
degrees of uncertainty, danger , and necessary effort that are intrinsic to the situation, whereas the               
secondary appraisal emerges from a perception and an evaluation of the person’s resources such as               
knowledge, abilities, and skills to deal with a challenge or a threat (Blascovich and Mendes, 2000, p.                 
63). 
  
Blascovich and Mendes (2000) go further to define the difference between a challenge and a threat,                
which lies in sufficiency or insufficiency of the individual’s resources to meet circumstantial             
demands. Hence, the first case constitutes a challenge (i.e. resources are perceived as adequate), and               
the second one accounts for a threat (i.e. resources are recognised as deficient) (Ibid.). One can argue                 
that climate change as a global issue represents rather a threat than a challenge, however in case one                  
uses systems thinking approach to understand the climate change, then it might be seen as a                
complicated system that consists of various interconnected smaller challenges, which one can address             
(Meadows, 2008, as mentioned in Doherty, 2018). 
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There are three major ways of coping during the secondary appraisal, namely problem-, emotion-, and               
meaning-focused types of coping (Ojala, 2012, pp. 539-540). The problem-based coping occurs when             
the person is actively trying to resolve the stressor or stressful situation by his or her actions,                 
behavioural alterations, and/or seeking professional psychological help (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984,           
Ojala, 2012, Carroll, 2013). The emotion-based coping is, on the other hand, aimed at changing,               
mitigating and/or managing one’s emotions related to the stressor or situation (Ibid.). Interestingly             
enough, emotion-based coping strategies can be counterproductive as some of them concentrate on             
lowering one’s expectations, avoidance of thinking about the stressor, or denial (Ojala, 2012,             
Schoenmakers, 2015). This third coping is a meaning-focused approach, in which the person focuses              
on positive reappraisal of the meaning of the stressor after acknowledging its threat, especially if the                
person is not able or failed to cope with the stressor (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000, Ojala, 2012). This                  
coping is peculiarly associated with active use of positive emotions (Park & Folkman, 1997 as               
mentioned in Ojala, 2012, pp. 539-540). 
  
  

2.3. Coping with climate change 
  
When it comes to the research on coping with climate change, there are several studies that are going                  
to be presented further in order to provide a more diverse understanding of related research. To begin                 
with, one must note that there are various ways researchers are trying to conceptualise the coping. To                 
illustrate, Homburg, Stolberg and Wagner (2007, p. 757) examined coping with global environmental             
problems, including climate change, where they proposed eight strategies that are employed to cope              
with global environmental issues, namely problem solving, expressive coping (expression of           
emotions), denial of guilt (exculpation and denial of personal responsibility), relativisation           
(“minimisation” or de-emphasising of the encounter), wishful thinking, self-protection (efforts to           
enhance one’s health), pleasure (focus on “hedonic value of the endangered environment”), and             
resignation (acceptance of the encounter). The study also found a direct correlation between problem              
solving and stress as well as problem solving and pro-environmental behaviour, including “nonactivist             
public sphere behaviour”, or in other words, support of environmental issues in the public sphere (i.a.                
support for pro-environment policies, environmental citizenship, donations to environmental         
organisations) (Homburg, Stolberg and Wagner, 2007; Ojala, 2012, p. 226; Piyapong, 2020, p. 621). 
  
In contrast, Hamilton and Kaser (2009) define only three more all-encompassing coping strategies             
(Bradley et al., 2014, p. 35). These strategies include denial (e.g. subduing anxiety via dismission of                
climate change facts), maladaptive (e.g. distortion or avoidance of the climate change facts,             
indifference strategy, wishful thinking) and adaptive coping (e.g. expressing emotions, problem           
solving) (Hamilton and Kaser, 2009, as mentioned in Bradley et al., 2014, p. 35). 
  
On the other hand, Bradley and his colleagues (2014, p. 35) have studied four coping strategies:                
positive cognitive reframing, avoidance/denial, psychological adaptation, and social support seeking.          
The last coping strategy along with taking pro-environmental actions was found to improve subjective              
psychological well-being through decreasing feeling of distress as well as risk perception, whereas             
positive reframing had an influence exclusively on feeling of distress, which, as suggested by Bradley               
et al., might be due to difficulty to appraise climate change as something positive given its intrinsic                 
destructive consequences (Ibid., p. 40). Yet, psychological adaptation, which includes 1)           
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acknowledgment of climate change as a threat, 2) paying closer attention to the matter, taking on 3)                 
problem-solving attitude, and 4) pro-environmental values, reinforced more beneficial effects for the            
well-being of the environment rather than the well-being of the person (Ibid., pp. 35-40). 
  
On the other hand, there are several studies that focus more on actual preferred coping strategies                
rather than the ontology of coping as a concept (Reser and Swim, 2011, p. 284). Since my research                  
concerns graduate students of sustainability-related programmes, it is of utmost importance to provide             
some insights into actual coping. Some researchers were investigating coping strategies of specific             
groups, that are distinguished by age, occupation, nationality, identity and other factors (e.g.             
adolescents, adults, teachers, rural community members), towards climate change (e.g. Norgaard,           
2006; Ojala, 2012; Ojala, 2013; Hermans, 2016; Du Bray et al., 2017; Doherty, 2018). 
  
For example, Norgaard (2006) accomplished an ethnographic study in a rural Norwegian community,             
which showed that a variety of denial strategies, that were employed by the locals (e.g. selective                
interpretation, assumption that future is uncertain), were a prevalent utilised coping strategy to climate              
change. Doherty (2018) found that one’s coping was influenced both positively and negatively by the               
presence of connectedness to nature and pro-environmental values, which, on one hand, could             
encourage pro-environmental action and mental health improvement via restorative features of           
environment (Hartig, Mang and Evans, 1991), but on the other hand it could also make these                
individuals more prone to experience distress regarding climate change and its consequences. The             
researcher also sees coping with climate change as “a global burden that eventually falls on               
individuals, and is most acutely felt by those who become sensitised to the issue due to their                 
education, values, or direct experiences and vulnerability” (Doherty, 2018, p. 255). 
  
Moreover, Ojala (2012a, 2012b, 2012c, 2013, 2016) provided a significant range of studies on coping               
strategies of children, adolescents, and young adults towards alleviation of negative emotions in             
regard to climate change (i.a. worry, helplessness) as well as enhancement of the positive emotion               
(hope). It is of especial interest to look into findings that concern young adults due to the focus of my                    
research on graduate students. First of all, young adults have utilised all three types of coping, that is                  
problem-, emotion-, and meaning-focused, however they coped with negative emotions using the first             
two types, yet in order to reinforce hope the majority of respondents used meaning-focused coping               
(Ojala, 2012c, p. 549-553). Problem-focused coping strategies include focusing on 1) an individual,             
including both preliminary actions (e.g. thinking about climate change, seeking additional relevant            
information, determining possible actions that are beneficial for the environment), and direct actions             
(e.g. more environment-friendly daily life decisions and behavior, spreading awareness about climate            
change and needed behavioural change); and 2) reappraisal of collective/community potential (e.g.            
understanding climate change as a shared issue that requires collective action) (Ibid., pp. 542-544).              
Emotion-focused coping encompasses four common strategies: 1) de-emphasising the seriousness of           
the climate change (e.g. belief that the problem is exaggerated by media or as a natural process,                 
egocentric thinking with a focus on vicarious impact on one’s life, diminishing importance of climate               
change through relativising it to other issues), 2) distancing (e.g. cognitive and behavioural distraction              
processes, avoidance), 3) social support, and 4) hyperactivation (e.g. reactivating of negative emotions             
such as guilt, hopelessness, worry and anger with the passive emphasis on climate change as a threat,                 
fatalistic appraisal of the upcoming future) (Ibid., pp. 544-546). Finally, meaning-focused coping            
involves 1) positive general reappraisal/reframing of the situation, 2) positive thinking (e.g.            
concentrating on positive achievements in climate change mitigation, positive appraisal of the future),             
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and 3) trust in other actors (e.g. scientists, government, businesses, environmental organisations,            
humanity in general) (Ibid., pp. 546-549). 
  

3. Theory 
  
  

3.1. Appraisal theories 
  
In the 1960s, Arnold (1960) and Lazarus (1966) introduced appraisal theory in order to address some                
shortcomings of other theories that had been dominating academic psychology back then, namely             
behavioural theories that viewed emotions as elements of behaviour (Roseman and Smith, 2001, p. 4;               
Krohne, 2002). Unlike other theories that were prevalent in the academic field of psychology in that                
time, the conceptual framework of emotional appraisal became quickly beneficial for explaining            
dissimilarity of different personal emotional responses to the situational circumstances that can be             
regarded as similar (Smith and Ellsworth, 1985, p. 813; Krohne, 2002; Smith and Kirby, 2009, p.                
1353). In other words, even though some situations seem to be alike (e.g. threat of climate change                 
consequences), however different individuals can experience a wide range of different emotions            
regarding this domain in addition to the situation when the same person alters his or her own                 
emotional responses over time (Smith and Kirby, 2009). 
  
Hence, appraisal theory is an approach in (social) psychology that is based on the close               
interdependence of affective and cognitive human capacities as it sees an individual's evaluation of              
any given event or situation as the underlying matter of how emotions are elicited (Roseman and                
Smith, 2001, pp. 3-4; Forgas and Smith, 2007, p. 148). That is to say, appraisal theorists believe that                  
there are distinct emotions (i.a. anger, frustration, worry) that are being originated and differentiated              
from an appraisal (assessment) of the possible benefits and harms of any event or situation in question                 
by a person for his or her personal well-being rather than the event by itself (Roseman, Spindel and                  
Jose, 1990; Roseman and Smith, 2001; Smith and Lazarus, 2003; Forgas and Smith, 2007; Moors and                
Scherer, 2013, p. 135). In addition to that, there are several identified patterns of actions to respond to                  
these defined emotions (Roseman and Smith, 2001, p. 4). Furthermore, emotion appraisal system is              
quite distinct, flexible, and adaptive, because not only different individuals can react differently to the               
same stimuli (event or situation), but humans can also change their appraisal, and the emotional               
responses respectively, over time or/and due to change in their personal or situational circumstances              
(Ibid.). Hence, one can say that certain patterns of appraisal produce, sustain and might even change                
the emotional responses to an encounter (Krohne, 2002, p. 15164). 
  
Therefore the system of emotion appraisal (Roseman and Smith, 2001; Krohne, 2002; Forgas and              
Smith, 2007, pp. 148-149; Smith and Kirby, 2009, pp. 1353-1358) is: 
  

● relational and adaptive (as it reveals the interplay between personal assessment, perceived            
characteristics of an external situation, and appropriate response to the circumstances           
based on person’s motives and internal resources, or in other words person-environment            
transaction); 
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● meaning-based and evaluative (as it shows how a person evaluates the stimulative            
circumstances as well as what such circumstances imply to the person); 

  
● continuous (as people consistently engage with their milieu in order to maintain            

appropriate emotional responses); 
  
● not necessarily rational or deliberative (as it operates on both conscious and unconscious             

levels). 
  
Moreover, it must be noted that emotional responses are not viewed by proponents and theorists of                
appraisal approach as just plain reflexive reactions to inciting stimuli of whichever situations, but as               
“various modes of readiness” (Frijda, 1986, as mentioned in Forgas and Smith, 2007, p. 149). In other                 
words, appraisal theories suggest that appraisal evokes affective responses to a specific situation in a               
social environment and makes individuals ready somatically and psychologically, or rather           
motivationally, to face the circumstances accordingly (Forgas and Smith, 2007, p. 149). There is also               
likelihood that emotions possess “adaptive value in coping with the situations that elicit them”              
(Roseman and Smith, 2001, p. 5). 
  
However, in contrast to motivational theories that suggest that emotions serve the goals of individuals               
appraisal theories acknowledge that emotions can have irrational, disruptive, and maladaptive           
peculiarities regardless of adaptive nature of emotional responses (Ibid.). For instance, anxiety can             
prevent a graduate student from completing parts of his or her education. Another distinctive feature               
of appraisal research indicates that appraisal commences the emotional process and hence antecedes             
emotional response (Ibid.). The real incident, memory or imagination of an event triggers the              
appraisal process and ensuing emotion (Ibid.). 
  
When it comes to the coping, appraisal theorists believe that after evaluation of the circumstances that                
are an external factor to a human, appraisal mechanism is likely to select and elicit emotional                
responses that are appropriate to address person’s needs, motivational dispositions, values,           
expectations, and goals, and hence secure suitable and efficient coping (Roseman and Smith, 2001,              
pp. 7-8; Smith and Kirby, 2001; Krohne, 2002). In order to illustrate this, Roseman and Smith (2001,                 
p. 8) give an example of dissimilarity in coping strategies for anger and sadness based on the control                  
of a person over a situation. In case of anger it is typical that the protest or attack response is chosen                     
due to perceived high level of control, whereas ordinary coping response from sadness would be               
passivity and preservation of available resources since an individual believes that there is a lack of                
control over possible outcomes of the situation (Ibid.). 
  
Finally, in case appraisal changes or is altered by some psychotherapeutic interventions, then it is               
likely that emotional responses would be modified (Ibid., pp. 10-11). Sometimes fallacious or             
inappropriate appraisals can lean to the development of maladaptive, irrational emotional responses            
(e.g. worry), which might result in declining well-being, and therefore psychologists strive to change a               
person's appraisal to eliminate such dysfunctional emotions (Ibid.). 
  
  

3.2. Smith and Lazarus’ structural model of appraisal 
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Hitherto this part of the paper has been dedicated to several specific peculiarities that are common for                 
some appraisal theories, so that a more comprehensive understanding of the interplay between             
emotion, coping and appraisal is established. Yet in order to provide a more applied character of the                 
paper as well as describe contents of the appraisal, I will discuss the structural model of Smith and                  
Lazarus (1993). 
  
Before doing that, it must be noted that there are several developed models to identify which                
appraisals are in charge of elicitation of the various emotions (Forgas and Smith, 2007, pp. 149-152).                
Such models are typically distinguished into two groups, namely structural and process models of              
appraisal, due to their primarily focus either on structure or process of appraisal, respectively              
(Roseman and Smith, 2001, pp. 11-12; Forgas and Smith, 2007, p. 149). Since my research concerns                
“retrospectively remembered experiences” (Forgas and Smith, 2007, p. 149) and appraisal of            
emotional responses to climate change that are incorporated in the model, the structural model of               
Smith and Lazarus will be considered. 
  
To begin with, Smith and Lazarus (1993, pp. 237-238) investigate six components of appraisal in their                
structural model in addition to the way assessments through these components are differentiated             
between certain emotional responses to the environment (Forgas and Smith, 2007, p. 149). To put it                
simply, these components of appraisal determine variation of experienced emotional responses to the             
encounter. The six dimensions of appraisals are presented as follows (Smith and Lazarus, 1993;              
Forgas and Smith, 2007): 
  

● Motivational relevance represents the degree of relevance (importance) of a situation           
or an event for an individual given his or her “personal commitments” (Smith and              
Lazarus, 1993, p. 237). 
 

● Motivational congruence shows the degree of whether circumstances are         
(in)congruent with an individual's goals and desires. 
 

● Accountability depicts to what extent the person himself/herself (self-accountability)         
or someone/something else (other-accountability) is responsible for the outcomes of          
the situation as well as who or what will become the object for future coping               
strategies. In case the situation is motivationally congruent, then this object will be             
praised, otherwise if the situation is assessed as motivationally incongruent, the object            
subsequently will be blamed (Ibid.). 
 

● Problem-focused coping potential determines personal evaluation whether the person         
is able to act upon the situation to maintain or alter the circumstance so that they are                 
intact with one’s desires. 

 
● Emotion-focused coping potential expresses the appraised degree of personal         

psychological adjustment to the situation through changing a person's interpretations,          
desires, and/or beliefs (Ibid., p. 238). 
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● Future expectancy conveys perceived probability of any direct or psychological          
alterations of the circumstances that would make the situation better or worse, or in              
words of Smith and Lazarus more or less motivationally congruent. 

  
The first two appraisal components concern so-called primary appraisal, wherein a person is assessing              
the implications of a situation or an event for his or her personal well-being (Smith and Lazarus, 1993,                  
p. 237). Hence there are several cases of situational appraisal can be distinguished, namely when an                
encounter is comprehended as beneficial or stressful for the well-being of an individual (high degree               
of motivational relevance and high degree of motivational congruence) or if it is not important to an                 
individual, and therefore the situation is appraised as one with a low degree of motivational relevance                
(Forgas and Smith, 2007, p. 150). 
  
Following primary appraisal, the process of so-called secondary appraisal begins, thus the person             
examines, prepares and utilises his or her internal resources to provide adequate coping (Smith and               
Lazarus, 1993, p. 234, 237). The rest four appraisal components, accountability, problem-,            
emotion-focused coping potentials, and future expectancy, regard secondary appraisal, and therefore           
provide more profound foundations for explaining differentiation of emotional responses to a stressful             
encounter given variety of appraisal dimensions (Forgas and Smith, 2007, pp. 149-150). Certain             
appraisal patterns that concern emotional responses to an encounter are called core relational themes              
(Smith and Lazarus, 1993; Krohne, 2002). 
  
For instance, if the appraisal of a stressful encounter (both high motivational relevance and              
congruence) suggests that there is someone or something that is accountable for this encounter              
(other-accountability), anger will be experienced, and it will prompt him or her to take action towards                
the source in order to solve this stressful situation (Smith and Lazarus, 1993, pp. 238-239; Forgas and                 
Smith, 2007, p. 150). In case of the same encounter, yet if the person appraises that he/she is                  
responsible for the stressful situation (self-accountability), then guilt will be experienced, thus this             
person will be actuated to correct personal “mistakes”, whether it concerns their behaviour, attitudes,              
and/or perception, and try to keep the encounter from happening in the future (Forgas and Smith,                
2007, p. 150). On the other hand, if the appraisal of the same stressful situation makes an individual                  
think that he/she will not be able to accomplish psychological adjustments to the situation, or to be                 
more specific the hard it causes or might cause (low degree of emotion-based coping potential) (Smith                
and Lazarus, 1993, pp. 239), then anxiety/fear will be an affective response to the situation, and it will                  
prone this person to “be cautious and to get rid of or avoid the potential harm” (Forgas and Smith,                   
2007, p. 150). However, if the harm and/or loss, that are produced by or going to be produced by the                    
situation, are seen as unpreventable (hopelessness about harm or loss) and “irrevocable”, and a person               
evaluates that he/she is not able to prevent harm or loss (low degree of problem-based coping                
potential in addition to negative future expectations), then sadness and consequent motivation for             
adaptive or help-seeking behaviour will likely follow (Smith and Lazarus, 1993, pp. 239; Forgas and               
Smith, 2007, p. 150). Last but not least, in the same case of a stressful situation if the person believes                    
that the encounter will improve at the end (high future expectancy) by itself (low problem-focused               
coping potential) or by his/her perseverance to meet one’s needs and goals (high problem-focused              
coping potential), the hope, or “state of challenge”, will be experienced, thus making the person to                
persevere to engage with the encounter (Forgas and Smith, 2007, p. 150). 
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To conclude, the theory of Smith and Lazarus provides a conceptual framework of appraisal that is                
helpful for a more profound comprehension of the variety of experienced emotional responses that are               
evaluated by individuals along the aforementioned six dimensions. 
  

4. Methods 
  
This chapter describes various methodological issues in the current study, including chosen            
methodological method, process of data collection, data analysis, research limitations, and ethical            
considerations. 
  
  

4.1. Methodological approach: constructivist grounded theory 
  
I decided to adopt a qualitative research design, namely constructivist grounded theory due to its               
explanatory character that is suitable for the thesis nature as well as wide use in the disciplines of                  
psychology and education (Charmaz, 2006, Mills et al., 2006). Grounded theory was conceptualised             
and advocated by Strauss and Glaser in the 1970s in the context of prevalent quantitative research                
methods at that time (Zafeiriou, 2017), however since then this methodological framework has been              
undergoing some major developments in interpretations of its original postpositivist paradigm, i.a.            
emerging symbolic interactionism and pragmatism of Corbin and Strauss, and constructivism of            
Charmaz (Ralph et al., 2015). In comparison to other methods that focus on enhancing already               
developed and established theories, grounded theory is often used for generation of new theories              
through careful examination of gathered data (Rennie et al., 1988, Clarke, 2005, Zafeiriou, 2017). 
  
The constructivist approach is unique to other variations of the grounded theory in its “symbolic               
interactionist theoretical perspective” (Charmaz, 2006, pp. 9-10), i.e. assuming that the researcher is             
constructing theories through “past and present involvements and interactions with people,           
perspectives, and research practices” (Ibid.). Yet this approach endorses researcher’s flexibility and            
ability to tolerate ambiguity during data collection and analysis (Kenny and Fourie, 2005, pp.              
1278-1279; Charmaz, 2006, p. 85, 105). 
  
  

4.2. Data collection 
  
One of the most distinctive features of the used grounded theory lies in its approach to data collection,                  
which is guided by the constant comparative method and subsequent continuous adjustments after             
on-going data analysis (Rennie et al., 2015, pp. 141-142). A researcher ought to select similar               
participants that can reveal the phenomenon in order to grasp an understanding of the studied               
phenomenon and its pivotal features (Ibid). Such technique is used in order to ensure the clarity and                 
coherence of emerging data for the studied phenomenon (Ibid.). Hence, I decided to select graduate               
students that have studied sustainability-related programmes or are currently enrolled in the last             
semester of such programmes (typically dedicated to writing master’s thesis) in order to conduct              
semi-structured in-depth interviews. The majority of the recruited participants have been pursuing            
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their education in the countries of the European Union, even though some of them are originally from                 
the countries in the Global South. I kept participants’ personal data confidential and anonymous and               
therefore omitted any information that can reveal identifiable factors (e.g. cultural background,            
identity, age, gender) for the reasons that will be described further in ethical considerations. 
  
Based on the guidelines for carrying out grounded theory research (Charmaz, 2006), I conducted              
interviews with some preliminary formulated open-ended questions in case conversation would not            
proceed smoothly or the interviewee would elaborate on the topic that is irrelevant to the research                
(See Appendix C). The questions were developed in reference to proposed by Charmaz (2006, pp.               
30-31) samples of grounded theory interview questions about a life change. However, several             
open-ended questions concerning emotions, their possible causes and coping approaches were altered            
and repeated several times to ensure comprehensive answers, as advised by Charmaz (Ibid., p. 33).               
Some of the ending questions were purposefully designed to be speculative in order to provide               
interviewee with an opportunity to reflect on their emotions (e.g. “What advice would you give to                
students already studying sustainability if they feel anxious or depressed when it comes to global               
environmental issues?”). The conversations were based on the topics around i) students’ various             
emotional reactions to climate change during their education, ii) possible causes for those reactions,              
iii) search for and embracement of strategies to address (negative) emotions, and iv) influence of               
studies on flux of emotions. 
  
Having said that, according to the constant comparison of collected data, I have discovered some               
peculiarities of the last iv point, and hence I decided to interview 3 out of 12 graduate students                  
enrolled in sustainability-related programmes with more applied focus, viz. programmes with focus on             
environmental policy, economics, and/or management. All interviews were arranged and conducted           
via means of phone service and voice communications over Internet protocol and transcribed. The              
length of interviews differed from 40 to 50 minutes. All twelve interviews were gathered in the term                 
between February and March, 2020. 
  
  

4.3. Data analysis 
  
I used grounded theory strategies, that include coding, memo writing, theoretical sampling, and             
saturation (Charmaz, 2006). I started the data analysis immediately after the first interview was              
transcribed, sent to and approved by the respondent, and I did not wait until all data was gathered, as                   
suggested by Charmaz. This technique allows adjusting questions so that the coding process would              
create a flexible analytical frame for building the phenomenon analysis (Ibid., pp. 45-47). This is               
especially beneficial since it allowed me to examine missing links of developed codes and categories.               
I started the analysis process with initial coding which is done line-by-line with codes in order to                 
separate data into categories, discover processes behind the studied occurrence and keep theory             
emerging from the data (Charmaz, 2006, Kenny and Fourie, 2015, pp.1278-1279). I carried out              
line-by-line coding by mostly using gerunds and in vivo codes, as suggested by Charmaz (Ibid.). The                
latter employs the narratives of the interviewees as codes (Charmaz, 2006, pp. 55-57, Kenny and               
Fourie, 2015, pp.1278-1279). 
  
After that, I began the process of focused coding, wherein only relevant highly analytical and               
repeating codes that carry significant importance in identifying and analysing the phenomenon were             
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used (Ibid.). The focused codes constitute the foundations for the process of developing theoretical              
categories, yet the categories are discovered also through theoretical memo-writing and theoretical            
saturation (Charmaz, 2006). The former is crucial for constructivist grounded theory as it allows to               
raise focused codes to conceptual categories (Ibid., p. 91), and thus construct a theory (Kenny and                
Fourie, 2015, p. 1279). After each interview, I conducted memo-writing, which was useful for              
defining links between provisional codes and categories, their practical implications, and existing gaps             
(Charmaz, pp. 72-94). This process of initial and focused coding as well as memo-writing was               
performed for each interview before the next interview could be conducted. As I went through the                
process of doing the majority of the interviews, the theoretical saturation occurred in which analysing               
new data did not reveal any new categories, their properties or links between codes and categories                
(Rennie et al., 2015, pp. 143). 
  
  

4.4. Ethical considerations 
  
Before conducting interviews to collect the data, I took several ethical considerations, which I have               
preliminarily discussed with the supervisor of this paper.  
 
Every respondent received a consent form prior to the interview, wherein he/she was informed about               
the research topic, aim, voluntary character of the interview, possibility to withdraw one’s consent              
after the interview, and my background information together with my contact phone and email details               
(see Appendix B). In addition, consent forms informed all respondents that their personally             
identifiable information will be kept strictly anonymous and confidential. In order to participate in the               
interview, participants had to sign the consent form, and by doing so they acknowledged that their                
participation was voluntary, and they had read, understood, and agreed with the terms of the               
interview.  
 
In addition, it must be noted that beforehand I have consulted with my supervisor about prepared                
open-ended questions in case the conversation would halt. All interviews were recorded with the              
consent of interviewees, then transcribed and sent to the participants for their approval before any               
analysis could begin. 
  
  

4.5. Research limitations 
  
Due to distinct features of grounded theory as a methodological approach, including a special focus on                
students’ personal emotional reactions to climate change and associated coping mechanism, which            
resulted in a limited number of accomplished in-depth interviews, the results cannot be generalised              
further than this study. However, this rigorous concentration on allowing respondents to express their              
retrospective reflections in regard to emotions and coping helped to develop relevant codes and              
categories to examine the phenomenon of indirect vicarious psychological impacts of climate change             
on humans. Moreover, according to grounded theory researchers, gathering data and theoretical            
saturation stops when the emergence of new data is absent and interviews become repetitive              
(Thomson, 2011, p. 47). 
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Furthermore, my research does not concern differences in emotional responses to climate change and              
relevant coping strategies based on gender, age, socio-economic status, cultural background, etc.            
Hence, a more profound research is needed. 
 

5. Results 
  
The data analysis prompted development of two major categories that were constructed from focused              
codes, memo writing, and constant comparative analysis. The major categories are i) Experiencing             
emotional rollercoaster , and ii) Implementing coping strategies (see Figure 1). The name of the first               
category emerged from the empirical interview data (in-vivo), whereas the second one is a              
construction built on interpretation of the empirical data. 
  
The first category explores students’ emotional reactions to climate change throughout their education             
by defining their distinctive peculiarities after starting sustainability-related academic programmes          
and distinguished characteristics. The second category examines the ways that students have utilised             
to enhance their desired emotions and reduce distressing ones. 
  
It shall be noted that results that concern graduate students enrolled in sustainability-related             
programmes with more applied focus have not shown a significant difference to the rest of               
interviewees. Hence, provided below analysis does not distinguish between these two groups. 
  

 

 
 

Fig. 1- Developed visual representation of categories and relevant focused codes 
  
  

5.1. Category “Experiencing emotional rollercoaster” 
  
The data examination for the category Experiencing emotional rollercoaster reflects students’           
accounts of the emotions and relevant peculiarities as well as their personal apprehensions of some               
grounds for experiencing these emotional reactions (see Appendix A). Developed from the in-vivo             
focused code, this category epitomises a fluctuating character of encountered emotions throughout the             
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programme. That is to say, although several patterns about emotions have emerged from data analysis               
(e.g. hope is more likely to be present in or before the beginning of the programme), one can see that                    
appearance and prevalence of emotional reactions can vary. For instance, the presence of one emotion               
can intensify during one period of time due to variety of reasons (e.g. specifics of ongoing course,                 
increased awareness of environmental issue that was unfamiliar for the person before), then it              
weakens, while at the same time several emotions have been found to coincide (e.g. powerlessness               
and worry). 
  
  
5.1.1. Hope: from small steps to protopian futures 
  
The feeling of hope about climate change is deeply intertwined with several positive, sometimes even               
quasi-utopian perceptions of possible future scenarios. Albeit subjectively perceived degree of hope is             
usually oriented towards the future, fluctuation process of its degree is highly dependent on personal               
apprehension of current political, social, and environmental domains in the present time as well as an                
individual's milieu. The level of being hopeful can be enhanced through either actual or abstract               
observation of people that are involved in climate engagement. Some respondents connect the notion              
of their hope to plausible personal or collective agency to detect, learn, and implement feasible               
solutions to the complex issues associated with climate change. In other words, various students find               
their hope in their anticipated ability to influence an undesirable environmental situation regardless of              
whether such involvement includes just them or also other actors such as activists, scientists, et cetera. 
  

Q: “Who or what gives you hope?” 
A: “Other people, young people… Greta [Thunberg]. And the idea that maybe the world has started                

to wake up. It might be too late, but at least it started waking up.” (Respondent 10) 
  
“[...] I realised what climate change is and how we're all affected by it and how we're also part of the                     
problem. We can also be a part of the solution.” (Respondent 12) 
  
The majority of students reveal that the feeling of being hopeful is commonly reinforced in the                
beginning of the sustainability-related studies and more often than not correlated with the expectations              
of acquiring necessary applied knowledge, precise solutions for the environmental issues, the best             
possible ways to implement vital changes that also contribute to a personal fulfillment, as can be seen                 
from the examples below. In the further part of the paper it will become apparent that such                 
expectations will differ from the challenging reality of complexity, ambiguity, and uncertainty in the              
field of sustainable development, and thus will lead to an observation of several negative emotional               
reactions. 
  
“And I feel like a part of me was hoping to find a fixed plan that I can just sign off and invest my                        
energy into making it a reality.” (Respondent 12) 
  
Nonetheless, several respondents link the feeling of hope for a protopian future to a general feeling of                 
optimism, which in its turn concerns a more specific, proactive and practice-oriented approach to the               
issue of climate change. 
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“It feels more optimistic because you see that they [professors at university] are doing something. And                
they are trying to influence the policymakers as well. So I was feeling more hopeful in that sense.”                  
(Respondent 6) 
  
  
5.1.2. Personal guilt: trying to do one’s best 
  
When it comes to defining feelings of guilt among the respondents, it can be noted that its features                  
concern some subjective personal behavioural patterns that the students regard as unsustainable or             
inappropriate. Having said that, guilt was typically aimed at changing or adapting one’s behaviour to               
its more sustainable version in order to ease the intensity of this feeling. Guilt here performs as a                  
litmus indicator whether personal behaviour and attitudes meet one’s understanding of environmental            
morale. In addition to this, guilt contributes to increased self-management and especially            
self-monitoring. Once respondents comprehend that there are better personal behavioural practices           
and habits, they either eliminate unsustainable practices or try to alter partially to perceived as a better                 
alternative. 
 
“[...] after I got a bit of guilt for that [meat-eating habit], I reduced my consumption. I'm still eating                   
meat sometimes, but way less than I did in the past. But that sort of guilt played a role in my                     
behaviour.” (Respondent 9) 
 
“And I think initially I was drowned in how many decisions every day I had to make about                  
sustainability. When I wash my hands, when I do the laundry, when I do grocery shopping, when I                  
travel to school [...] Every decision was drowned in guilt.” (Respondent 11) 
  
Another peculiarity of the feeling of guilt is its possible retrospective character, that is to say this                 
feeling not necessarily regards behavioural practices in the present or the future, but also causes the                
person to regret a lost or missed opportunity, yet the concentration on behaviour still stays prevalent. 
  
Finally, the feeling of guilt is usually linked to a micro (i.e. personal) level, but a macro one, when a                    
person commonly relates guilt to his or her behavioural practices and habits without comprehension or               
admission of being a part of a bigger system that is not sustainable. Some students with a background                  
in the Global North acknowledge that their connection to a specific country with its manifested               
pro-growth, capitalist, and consumerist ideology, yet they do not experience any guilt about these              
facts. 
  
“I guess the guilt was sort of growing gradually because I've realised that not enough is being done                  
and I tried to exhaust myself and [I was] trying to do more.” (Respondent 7) 
  
  
5.1.3. Anger: not understanding indifference and inaction of other actors 
  
As discovered from the analysis of the focused codes related to anger, this emotion is directed towards                 
other actors that are or should be engaged in climate change mitigation. Students are generally quite                
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concerned with inaction or indifference of micro- and macro-level parties that are perceived as those               
who are supposed to care about the climate change issues and act upon the climate change science. 
 
“I felt so much anger at how my peers around me just weren't seeing this [climate injustice] and                  
weren't doing anything about it. And those who did see things they sometimes still wouldn't care. And                 
when talking with people about climate change, [...] the answer I got was: well, what difference would                 
it make? [...]” (Respondent 12) 
  
On the other hand, students see the actions and practices of the other actors as detrimental to the                  
environment and consequently society. It is worth noting that the emotion of anger operates in the                
context of feelings of (environmental) resentment or otherwise stated sense of injustice. In other              
words, there is a clear dissonance between expected actions of actors with power and necessary               
resources and subjective understanding of what is going on in reality. 
 
“Anger really came from analysing institutions of power and decision makers in society. The              
underlying project of the elements is about growth and it's about, you know, increasing economic               
superiority of particular countries. People that already had power and wealth [are] spreading a single               
worldview to the rest of the world. And I felt like that was wrong.” (Respondent 10) 
  
The actors can take action on the local level that might involve a small close social unit within the                   
community (e.g. family members, friends, a peer group, fellow students), but also on the national,               
supranational, and international ones. The latter actors, that the students are angry with, usually              
include but are not limited to institutions of power, policy makers, government authorities, regulators,              
agencies, international organisations and so on. 
  
As can be seen from this part of the paper, respondents were angry with someone or something else,                  
and it seldomly appeared that they redirected their anger to themselves. It was indeed only one student                 
who connected the feeling in focus with himself/herself. 
  
Last but not least, it is observed that experiencing anger has the motivational impetus to pursue further                 
engagement with climate change mitigation regardless of the form it might take. Even though              
perceived as a so-called negative emotion, anger is understood by a considerable number of students               
as something positive if they can use it constructively for climate change involvement and action,               
otherwise it can lead to experiencing negative emotions. 
  
“Anger is my strong one although I have to say that I like being angry. Because it motivates me more                    
to do something. [...]” (Respondent 7) 
  
  
5.1.4. Frustration, confusion and powerlessness: dissonance between       
anticipations and reality 
  
Several emotions are almost identical to each other (e.g. hopelessness and helplessness), whilst others              
are quite interlinked (e.g. frustration and powerlessness). Sometimes respondents have chosen to            
expand more about how their mental state was affected by hopelessness and frustration or what they                
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experienced around them, rather than precisely naming mentioned emotions. In order to maintain             
clarity of the studies and identify precise emotions they described, I had to ask several specifying                
questions. 
  
To start with, the coding process showed that the notions of powerlessness, frustration and              
hopelessness were coupled by students with an anticipated lack or loss of control. These emotions               
were directed at either the students themselves, other actors on multiple levels, that are described in                
the section about anger, or the issue of climate change in general. 
  
Moreover, the coding process revealed that students start having such pessimistic emotions when they              
perceive that their knowledge, expertise, actions and/or behavioural change as useless or contributing             
little or nothing at all to the process of tackling climate change. In other words, they have lack of                   
confidence and estimate their impact on the issue as an insignificant one, hence multiple negative               
emotions emerge such as frustration, powerlessness, helplessness, confusion, and being overwhelmed.           
The emotions of powerlessness and frustration are thus interlinked with the feeling of self-doubt as               
well. 
  
“I started to feel really pessimistic and also negative about myself as I said, like I made lots of                   
changes on me. I changed my diet. I started to be more like ‘green’ in transportation etc. But I see that                     
those [changes] are not enough.” (Respondent 6) 
  
It also appears that one experiences the above mentioned emotions if general doubt comes into play,                
namely when the person starts to question the probability and possibility of his or her involvement in                 
the process of climate change mitigation. Students report feeling overwhelmed with issues and do not               
see sensible point in their involvement with the issue of climate change. Facing frustration and               
powerlessness has a direct effect on motivation to be further active in climate change discourse, which                
will be examined later in the paper as it concerns students’ coping strategies. Taking this into                
consideration, the respondents reported wanting to give up, stop caring about the environment, or              
distance themselves from the climate change discourse. 
  
“Sometimes [I am] feeling like I just want to give up, I don't care anymore. [...] We're just gonna die                    
anyway.” (Respondent 1) 
  
Some students connect occurence of powerlessness, hopelessness, frustration and related emotions to            
the narratives and/or actions of other people or with their failed attempt to achieve a more specific                 
goal in their endeavours to make a further sustainable change (e.g. persuade their relatives or friends                
to practice a more sustainable behaviour). 
  
“Frustration definitely, especially when communicating to family members or people close to me,             
who approached me with a degree of disdain, I think for communicating the environmental issues               
with this urgency and passion, I suppose.” (Respondent 11) 
  
When it comes to the continuum of sustainability-related studies, the absolute majority of students              
start to encounter frustration and confusion after having taken a substantial part of the syllabi, or to be                  
more specific in the middle of the programme. Typically it concerns previously introduced enthusiasm              
and hopefulness in regards to the issue of climate change and possible resilient solutions as well as                 
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expectations from education in the area of sustainability. To remind the reader, students anticipated              
that there are relatively simple guidelines or an unambiguous plan for the process of climate change                
mitigation in the perceived context of weak resistance of other involved, yet antagonistic actors. Once               
the students delved into the topics of sustainability and related climate change science, they report to                
start experiencing several negative emotions. 
  
“In the middle... I’d say maybe after one year of studying I was faced with a big depression that I                    
can’t do all these things. I didn't have motivation or power and I felt a bit broken that nobody needed                    
my knowledge or nobody cared about it. (Respondent 2) 
  
One of the most frequent expectations has to do with practicality and applicability of education as                
well as its critical nature of hegemonic economic and societal systems. Students experience both              
individual and collective sense of frustration and confusion when faced with the actuality to utilise               
acquired knowledge considering the complexity and scope of climate change. 
  
Moreover, students are confronted with complex wicked issues as well as ambiguous and uncertain              
character of challenges in sustainability with its miscellaneous peculiarities. This is often            
comprehended as being a vicious circle when ‘every solution becomes a new problem’ (in-vivo code),               
that is various limitations and shortcomings of developed approaches to climate change. In some cases               
some students anticipated to get feasible solutions to the matter in question from teachers and               
educators of the programme they were enrolled in. This solution-focused approach is clearly visible              
from the examples below. 
  
“[...] it feels like every time you have people come with a solution, but that solution is also damaging.                   
[...] It seems like every solution then becomes a new problem. So it just keeps on going. It's this chain                    
reaction of crises.” (Respondent 1) 
  
  
5.1.5. Worry: from safety and well-being of current and future          
generations to complexity and scope of climate change 
  
One of the most recurring emotions throughout the coding process of the interview data was worry.                
Albeit the fact that in the majority of the interviews respondents associate this precise emotion with                
their feelings about the issue of climate change and its global consequences, there are still different                
distinctive features of worry. Before going into the distinguished characteristics of worry, one ought              
to note that the notions of worry, anxiety, and in rare cases environmental concern are used                
interchangeably in this paper for the sake of its clarity and cohesion. 
  
From the analysis of this emotion, it appeared that worry more often than not derived from concern                 
about current and future generations. It seems that students have several ethical and practical              
considerations to protect and improve the lives of these generations; and since some of respondents               
anticipate harm for global environmental and social development, they experience worry. 
  
Similar to the emotion of hope, worry originates from this uncertainty of the future and perceived low                 
likelihood to ensure proper holistic conditions for lives of people by managing available resources              
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today, and thus a more fatalistic vision of the future is envisioned (e.g. poor life quality, health                 
hazards, scarce resources, crises, wars and conflicts). In other words, students worry because of              
uncertainty about the future as it concerns safety and well-being of themselves, their community,              
country, and humanity living in the current times in general as well as future generations. 
  
“But now I'm just realising that it's going to be unbearable. [...] There is going to be political                  
instability. There's going to be conflicts, crisis, migration. People are going to die. There are just                
going to be extreme storms, etc. And a lot of diseases. When people are fighting for [their] lives are                   
not always very nice. So it's just going to be chaos. And that's not a nice world to live in...not for me,                      
not for the next generations.” (Respondent 1) 
  
Interestingly enough, it appears that worry has a significant effect on the family planning attitudes of                
the respondents as some of them alter their considerations about whether or not to have a child. They                  
fear that their children will have more environmental challenges in particular and more complicated              
life in general if humanity is not going to change to sustainable development. 
  
“[...] when I'm thinking about maybe building a family, I often surprise myself [by] questioning [if] I                 
really want to put someone out there. If I think about having a kid then I'm also thinking: but do I                     
really want to put a new person, a new generation out there that has to deal with way worse problems                    
that we are dealing with right now? It's sort of stopping me a bit.” (Respondent 9) 
  
In addition, students link their awareness of the fact that there are more vulnerable and less privileged                 
people who already have to deal with the brunt of climate change and its effects. This unequal burden                  
of climate change that falls on disadvantaged groups is understood as cause for suffering, and this                
worries respondents. 
  
“I feel anxiety when I connect a very abstract ecological or climate crisis to actual people. So the                  
anxiety comes when I realise well these people are going to suffer tremendously…these people are               
going to lose their homes and these people are going to have to flee.” (Respondent 12) 
  
Another determined feature of worry about climate change was its abstract nature, which in its turn                
made it more complicated for students to address this undesired emotion. Several respondents             
suggested that the issue of climate change and the emotion of worry are intertwined in their                
abstractness and uncertainty, because respondents are not able to experience the former through their              
senses. Worry here is based on respondents’ anticipations and speculations about what the world will               
look like in the future. 
  
“But it was a very abstract worry, because I couldn't see it with my own eyes. The world seemed to go                     
on as normal. But I had this feeling inside that something was completely wrong that the world was                  
waiting to crack somehow. It was a worry that was quite abstract, which often makes it a little bit                   
difficult [...]” (Respondent 4) 
  
On the other hand, worry can intensify if a person or his/her close social circle are faced with the                   
consequences of climate change that are visible and noticeable in the relative proximity, and thus their                
personal safety and well-being are at risk. 
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Similarly to the emotions of anger, frustration and powerlessness, some students connect their worry              
to inaction or indifference of humanity in general and various actors that engage in climate change                
mitigation in particular, whereas others link this emotion to perceived loss of personal agency to               
influence the current environmental situation. This loss is generally related to unsuccessful attempts to              
contribute to mitigation of global warming and thus personal impact on this global issue is understood                
as insignificant one. 
  
“[...] the main worry if we can call it like that was non-action that everybody was taking or the action                    
that nobody was taking to tackle the issues... I don't think it's taken seriously enough anyway by the                  
people that actually count... by institutions... by those that make decisions, decision makers,             
policymakers... I really felt like I couldn't do enough.”  (Respondent 9) 
  
Another reason for encountering worry is anticipated loss of a valued environment due to sentimental               
attachment to nature. Students report their ‘fundamental connection’ to and/or admiration of nature,             
which makes them care about what is going to happen with what they value. As respondent 4 put it,                   
‘worrying starts from caring’. 
  
“I was panicking about the fate of the planet and life on earth and all the things I love that make life                      
feel worth living…like going outside, seeing the sunlight, coming through the forest, hearing birds,              
and just, you know, existing and being able to live life colourfully. [...] You know, not having nature                  
to refer to or animals, the stories, the things I grew up with.” (Respondent 10) 
  
“I think worrying starts from caring. Something bad is happening to something that you care about.                
And I think caring is something that everybody is born with. This fundamental connection to the                
living world around us.” (Respondent 4) 
  
When considering genesis of worry and time frame when it was the most pronounced, several students                
reported that their academic programme played an important role in escalation of experiencing this              
emotion. Whilst it seems complicated and unfeasible to detect whether the programme by itself was               
the only cause of worrying, it is clearly apparent that substantial part of interviewees suggests that                
they gradually start to worry after having completed some courses about or related to the topic of                 
climate change during their programme. 
  
However, for a minority of the interviewed students this emotion of worry originated before              
sustainability-related education, namely in their childhood, yet the emotion in question was reinforced             
during studies. The most apparent focused code here was ‘the more you know, the worse it gets’                 
(in-vivo). This code suggests that environmental awareness about problematics, scope, urgency, and            
implications of climate change became stimuli for experiencing worry. This emotional reaction            
coexisted with other emotions such as frustration, powerlessness, anger, and guilt. 
  
Q: “And when, if at all, did you first notice that you worried about the environment?” 
A: “During the master’s [programme], definitely, yeah. After some of the classes… I cannot really               
pinpoint a day in time, but it's sort of the more you know, the worse it gets. So yeah, as soon as we                       
dive deeper into the topics in the master’s [programme], then it was like: oh my God, the scale of this                    
is so much larger than what I thought.” (Respondent 9) 
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Even though students in sustainability-related programmes get their reliable information about climate            
science from scientific sources in an academic setting, they are also exposed to other sources of                
information about global warming (e.g. traditional and social media). Unlike other people who are not               
studying relevant subjects, selected students have an opportunity to consult with their educators, if              
needed, yet media also seems to play a role in shaping their understanding of phenomenon, and thus                 
influence their emotional state. Below one can find an example of what participant 9 thinks about the                 
role news played in the process of experiencing worry. 
  
“You only see the bad news, right? Because those are the ones that are title-worthy. So it's that I think                    
it's really conditioned… like reading news, and it's only bad news. Like really, I don't remember a                 
time when I read good news about something related to the environment. So I think that for sure also                   
played a role. And because at the end you don't know. Now information is so fragmented, so that you                   
never know if it's actually how the news media framing it…makes it sound so bad or if it's actually                   
that bad.” (Participant 9) 
  
Last feature regarding worry, that was revealed during the analysis of data, is its paralysing effect.                
Unlike motivational potential of anger, worry makes students feel unmotivated, incapacitated, and            
powerless, and thus it might prevent their ability to address worry by appropriate coping strategies,               
which are going to be discussed in the next part of the paper. 
  
“This worry inside [...] does’t help you to do or change something. [I] just felt paralysed. You don't do                   
anything.” (Respondent 2) 
  
  
5.1.6. Speculating about emotional outcomes if one has not studied          
sustainability 
  
The majority of students associate intensification of displeasing emotions regarding climate change            
with their involvement in education in the domain of sustainability. Once the researcher asked: “If you                
haven’t studied your subject, would you have been experiencing those feelings you have mentioned              
before? How would it be different then?”, some respondents believed that the pace of experiencing               
aforementioned emotions would be slower, whereas some thought that they would have less negative              
emotions or they would be able to completely avoid having any feelings about the matter due to lack                  
of awareness and relevant information. 
  
“[Experiencing negative emotions] wouldn't be as much because I wouldn't know enough. And I think               
one of the important differences is that maybe I had some knowledge before, but if you hear it like                   
once a month or every other month, then you can hear it and then you sort of forget it because there is                      
so much other knowledge that you get, but in this case, I heard about it three times a day, for two                     
years. I heard about it or read about it.”  (Respondent 11) 
  
“Probably less or probably later. Because [during the programme] there was a lot of              
information...very in-depth and very detailed all at once [...] [feelings] would have been less intense.”               
(Respondent 1) 
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“I think it could easily have been a topic or an issue where I had gotten a feeling that something was                     
wrong and then rushed the problem aside or tried to forget it because it would seem too big and                   
difficult to handle.” (Respondent 4) 
  
  

5.2. Category “Implementing coping strategies” 
  
The category Implementing coping strategies examines coping strategies that the students preferred to             
utilise in order to reduce their displeasing emotions and elicit optimistic ones. Once again the variety                
of coping concerns the fact that students might alter between strategies ad hoc. In other words,                
students choose relevant coping mechanisms that they deem appropriate, yet they might combine             
several of such strategies or abandon the ones that did not seem to help. 
  
  
5.2.1. Seeking emotional support within one’s close social circle and          
community 
  
One frequent coping strategy among interviewees is to seek emotional help within their close social               
circle and community, namely by reaching out to friends, peers, family members, partners, etc. It is                
clear that these people might not provide a professional psychological and emotional help, however an               
opportunity to share one’s concerns with those who care and wish to enhance one’s well-being plays                
an important role in coping with negative emotions. Students are especially eager to connect about               
their concerns with someone that has the same concerns about climate change and/or shares the same                
or similar identity (e.g. so-called Global South background). Sharing anxiety or frustration within             
such a group of like-minded people might lead to personal understanding that there are other people                
who experience the same emotions and struggle with finding an effective coping strategy, and thus               
feeling displeasing emotions decreases. 
  
“I talked with friends from university, and especially those friends who also came from similar               
circumstances [refers to non-western background]. So, yeah, I think that was the people that could               
feel the way I felt. And it was helpful.” (Respondent 7) 
  
“I feel that these [negative] emotions really amplify when I sit alone with them. But talking to other                  
people about it makes it much more easy to handle. And I realised that [it is] not solely me who feels                     
these things, but there are other people as well. And we're able to share those worries and anxieties                  
with a small community of people…[it] is something that helps a lot.” (Respondent 4) 
  
Classmates in this case play an essential role. Students frequently report that they shared their               
personal concerns and emotions with their peers. The reason for that was the previously mentioned               
identity that classmates and a person share in addition to perceived similar emotions shared among the                
group. Besides that, students describe their peers as active, knowledgeable and inspiring. 
  
“Well, for the most part, it was my classmates, because I saw many motivated people that were really                  
knowledgeable about these issues. They were actually taking actions. They were active in their              
communities or in the youth groups.” (Respondent 9) 
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5.2.2. Seeking professional psychological help 
  
This particular coping strategy was less likely to be used by the respondents, yet four out of twelve                  
students decided to seek professional psychological help from therapists. In general, in those four              
cases interviewees preferred mental health professionals employed at student health services rather            
than university counsellors, whereas other eight students avoided contacting both therapists and            
counsellors as they believed there was no need for such action. Nevertheless, distressing emotions              
regarding the issue of climate change played a partial role in seeking professional psychological help               
since respondents usually associated it with other personal mental issues and contributing factors, as              
can be seen from the example below: 
  
“Well, I attended some therapy at some point, but it also had to do with my personal situation. [...] I                    
had a bit of a mental breakdown...yeah, just too overwhelmed with everything. But it was not                
specifically...only because of the climate, but also because it just felt like everything was pointless and                
everything was falling apart.” (Respondent 1) 
  
  
5.2.3. Getting inspired and learning from others in the domain of climate            
change 
  
Another coping strategy that was apparent throughout the coding process of the interviews was getting               
inspired and learning from other people. If asked who has influenced one’s emotions in a helpful way                 
during the studies, students have mentioned that they turn to the experiences and work of other people                 
active in the domain of climate change (e.g. scientists, book writers, researchers), thereby getting              
inspired and learning more about the issue. It is reasonable that the respondents are using available                
resources in an academic setting, and thus they obtain relevant knowledge not only about the               
phenomenon of climate change, but also applied environmental psychology ad hoc. This proactive             
approach provides tools for eliciting positive emotions. 
  
“Just people who I have read. Just the kind of perspectives that make everything seem better and that                  
are also inspiring [...]” (Respondent 10) 
  
“I like to read about other people's work, what they've been doing so far. Other people who also run                   
their own nonprofit organisations… or scientists who are currently doing work around [climate]             
science, etc.”  (Respondent 3) 
  
  
5.2.4. Further active engagement and contribution 
  
One of the most frequent coping strategies that I discovered while analysing the data is associated                
with further active engagement in the issue of climate change. Respondents report mobilising positive              
emotions and diminishing negative ones by focusing on their personal small-scale contributions to             
ameliorating this complex substantial environmental issue while at the same time belonging to             
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community-like groups with similar interests in improving the environmental situation. This outlined            
engagement takes various forms and includes, but is not limited to, employment in the relevant fields,                
research in sustainability-related topics, climate change communication, activism and protesting. The           
last form of involvement is one of the most recurring as it provides relief of negative emotions (i.a.                  
anger, worry, powerlessness), enhancement of positive ones (i.a. hope, empowerment), feeling one's            
impact on improvement of the environmental situation as well as belonging to a community and               
having a spirit of solidarity. 
  
Besides that, during the analysis of the interviews it became apparent that students leaned towards a                
particular form of contribution based on their personal preferences and abilities. For instance, some              
students did not feel comfortable participating in relatively large climate protests, however they were              
able to become involved in communicating climate change to people who were close to them. Unlike                
respondents who preferred to join an already established group or movement, several students took              
initiative and organised their own projects and thus created a community of like-minded people. 
  
This active engagement was utilised as a tool to overcome negative distressing emotions and increase               
perceived psychological reward and satisfaction from one’s input in climate change mitigation. Some             
interviewees suggest that they were able to use and convert their negative emotions to motivational               
force for further active engagement. 
  
“But there must be a way to channel this emotion into something that's a bit more constructive. And it                   
could be small acts of participating in protest, for example, where you feel like you belong to a                  
community, so in a sense to step out of my own head with the worries and the down feelings and then                     
share them with a group. That was something I found helpful. (Respondent 4) 
  
“Yes, I went to the climate strike a few times. I organised clean walks like plogging. We clean the                   
area around our accommodation… and we talk to people about climate change. So yeah, then I started                 
to do something because it was kind of difficult to be [alone] with your ideas and your thoughts and                   
don't do anything. It’s just so frustrating, so you just want to do something.” (Respondent 2) 
  
“Yeah, going to protest, doing direct actions. Those are kind of the peaks of my high moments and                  
when you feel like all the fears, that you've been carrying inside, have come out and you're doing                  
something about them [by] taking action, doing, changing the world, even if it's just a small little                 
thing that makes one person think a different way about something, hopefully positive way. Yeah,               
those are the things that I think are the most impactful.” (Respondent 10) 
  
  
5.2.5. Turning negative emotions into one’s advantage 
  
After coding a few interviews it became evident that negative emotions have several positive              
consequences, even though I adhere to the binary comprehension of emotions whether they are              
negative and positive. To rephrase it, undesirable emotions might have negative influence on one’s              
subjective well-being, however they also might have positive influence that is usually associated with              
ability to come with a functional coping strategy based on more action-focused approach or in               
particular increase motivation to change personal behavioural patterns and/or actively engage in            
climate change mitigation. Several students report being able to embrace their negative emotions and              
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utilise them to tackle the root of the problem, whence these undesirable emotions derived. This               
reappraisal of undesirable emotions inclines towards one’s appreciation of knowledge and awareness            
regarding climate change. 
  
“I wouldn't want to be without them [negative emotions]. I'm happy that I am aware [of environmental                 
issues], and I'm happy that I can do something about it. Anger, that I mentioned to you, makes me                   
want to do things…makes me be creative… makes me more brave.” (Respondent 7) 
  
“Personally, I’d like to say [negative emotions] have more positive influence on me because I like to                 
use any negative or pessimistic feelings for the work that I do [...] so I think I'd like to spin it as a fuel.                        
It helps to keep me going.” (Respondent 3) 
  
“Negative feelings urge me to make more contributions. And I started to work on some research                
studies because I do understand the problem and I see the gap. My feelings pushed me actually to do                   
more and contribute more, because what else can you do? Just worrying is not the solution.”                
(Respondent 6) 
  
  
5.2.6. Redirecting focus to personal abilities and behaviour 
  
Another self-reported coping strategy encompasses (re)directing one’s focus to personal abilities and            
behaviour, wherein a person tries to organise his/her own lifestyle, everyday and future decisions as               
well as behavioural patterns in the most sustainable way possible. By doing so, students are able to                 
divert their attention from the scope of an individual impact on the substantial complex issue of                
climate change to positive character of one’s intention and effort. Hence, personal responsibility to              
contribute to a more positive environmental outcome is acknowledged, yet the focal point here is               
more on the positive nature of relevant attempts to make a difference (in-vivo code). After switching                
to the previously mentioned attitude, students report that pressure from perceived personal            
responsibility for solving global issues is relieved, and therefore feelings of powerlessness, frustration,             
guilt, and worry are reduced. 
  
“You cannot do all the good the planet needs. So okay, if I can’t save the world, at least I can still do                       
something at your local [level]. Think globally, act locally.” (Respondent 2) 
  
“It can be small things like I'm being super picky now but where I place my retirement funds [...] I                    
stopped buying clothes. I'm trying to have an impact on my family. [I] stopped eating meat. [...] I've                  
changed my own lifestyle quite a lot. [...] I don't want to just talk and talk and talk, I want to go to                       
action. I want to try, try and fail rather [than] do not try at all.”  (Respondent 5) 
  
“We can all be Greta [Thunberg]. [...] One person can actually make a difference because if they can                  
get at least one other person to listen then that will create a chain effect. [...] Your actions are not                    
insignificant.” (Respondent 3) 
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5.2.7. Using humour 
  
Humour was reported by the respondents of this study to be utilised as the way to regulate or ease                   
negative emotions as well as increase optimistic ones. Respondents might also employ joking about              
climate change in order to distract themselves from its distressing actuality, regardless whether the              
subjects are directly or indirectly exposed to its consequences. This coping mechanism is usually used               
with one’s close social circle (e.g. friends, peers, family). 
  
“We tend to make a joke out of it [climate change] so it's good that we can take it lightly. Of course                      
these are very serious things to discuss and [...] when you see that it's only about the problem and                   
there is no solution then you feel depressed and it makes you feel down. So we joke about the                   
problems [...]” (Respondent 8) 
  
  
5.2.8. Turning to therapeutic features of nature 
  
A number of interviewees tell that being in the natural environment, doing some physical activities               
within a natural context or just having access to it reduces or even relieves the presence of displeasing                  
emotions. Such exposure makes students feel “connected” with nature as well as it reassures them of                
the importance of the environment. In addition, being in nature provides foundation for piquing one’s               
curiosity for further learning about sustainability and related engagement. Nature in this case does not               
necessarily refer to the means of wilderness areas, but can also include organic horticulture and flower                
gardening. 
  
“I think being in nature, that's one thing that helps me a lot and just sort of being able to, you know, be                       
connected... feel connected. I think that's something that I would do to manage stress. Sometimes it's                
as simple as going for a walk.”  (Respondent 7) 
  
“When it comes to well-being, simply having access to nature, I think, is the most soothing and                 
anti-depressing thing one can do. Because it frankly calms you down and makes you realise that                
nature's still there. Still alive and you just have to take one step at a time to take care of it.”                     
(Respondent 11) 
  
“You just want to close off, but [I was] trying to understand the problem [of climate change] and also                   
me trying to understand nature in a very broad sense of the term. I think I saw myself being more                    
interested in going for hikes, spending time in the forest, you know, working in the garden with my                  
grandparents and things like that. So I think it sparked some sort of interest in trying to engage and                   
understand this natural world somehow.” (Respondent 4) 
  
  
5.2.9. Decomposing climate change and addressing smaller challenges 
  
This coping strategy encompases breaking the considerable complex issue of climate change into             
small-scale parts, which students deem as appropriate to address by their own means. This              
decomposition process occurs due to the fact that the subject comprehends low likelihood of one               
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person to solve this environmental challenge. Hence, a person concentrates on his/her own intention              
and individual abilities to choose an appropriate issue as well as gather and direct efforts to                
endeavours to solve this issue. One might advocate that this focus on attempts to make a positive                 
difference stems from reappraisal of the emotion of being overwhelmed and feeling of powerlessness. 
  
“I try to look more into the problem than finding a solution. I try to find the problem and break it                     
down more and more to see what's really the cause.” (Respondent 8) 
  
“What helped me the most was to realise that this is a complex problem but it can be understood. And                    
to break the problem up into smaller problems or understand it in its parts first.”  (Respondent 4) 
  
  
5.2.10. Taking a creative approach 
  
A small minority of students have used several creative ways to deal with their displeasing emotions.                
These experimental attempts mainly have to do with restorative peculiarities of using art and writing               
as ways to express and engage with one’s emotions. Once the emotions are conveyed via such                
expressive forms, respondents tell that they feel released. 
  
“[I] make art too. Sometimes when I feel that something is maybe more abstract and it's hard to                  
express I go to making collages or paintings. This is a good coping mechanism.” (Respondent 10) 
  
“One of the ways I deal with emotions whenever I feel that they're very overwhelming is [that] I just                   
write it in a journal, write all of it down just to feel like I released them in some way.” (Respondent 3) 
  
  
5.2.11. Emotional distancing 
  
This study found clear indications about emotional distancing among respondents. In order to address              
negative emotions regarding climate change some students have utilised emotional distancing by            
reducing their engagement with the climate change matter. In this case respondents felt overwhelmed              
with their emotions and thus chose to limit any activity associated with negative discourse on climate                
change. Sometimes selective distancing was preferred as it allowed to restrictively cease only             
information that was comprehended as negative and undesirable, and thus causing subjective low             
well-being. For instance, some interviewees reported ceasing reading articles about global warming in             
traditional and social media. 
  
It ought to be noted that such distancing had a temporary character, and once a person decided that                  
he/she was ready to be involved in the environmental discourse again, this strategy was abandoned at                
least for some time. 
  
“I've really had to practice stopping seeing everything. I had to make myself go a little bit blind to                   
what everyone is doing. [...] I just have to switch it off.” (Respondent 1) 
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“Then I decided not to learn more about global problems. I felt that it was enough. Even if my friends                    
shared with me some articles, I didn't read them. [...] It wasn't helpful for my mental well-being.”                 
(Respondent 2) 
  
“When I cannot handle that pressure [of experiencing negative emotions], I go indifferent for a while                
until I can deal with it again.” (Respondent 11) 
  
  
5.2.12. Acceptance 
  
Acceptance was relatively common among the interviewees, yet it was usually employed after             
attempts to use alternative approaches. The coping strategy in this case occurs closer to the end of the                  
programme and embodies not only acceptance of one’s emotional reactions to climate change, but              
also the complexity, ambiguity, and uncertainty of climate change as well as climate change science.               
Unlike emotional distancing, acceptance is not associated with engagement withdrawal from the issue,             
but quite the opposite, it plays an important role in managing one’s emotions in a constructive way                 
and might lead to a more profound involvement. 
  
“And then towards the end [of the programme], I was like: Okay, I guess that's it... I guess this is what                     
we have right now in this world. So I think the acceptance started.” (Participant 9) 
  
“I also reminded myself that it's okay not to be positive and happy all the time. It's okay to feel                    
burdened… to feel angry about certain things, but not forever, you know, it has to stop as well but it is                     
okay to feel like that at times.” (Participant 4) 

6. Discussion 
  
As Kleres and Wettergren (2017, p. 509-510) note, research concerning climate change and emotions              
is ‘scarce’, and emotion-focused research in environmental education is rarely acknowledged (Kelsey,            
2016). It can also be added that research that focuses specifically on students’ vicarious emotional               
responses to climate change and associated coping strategies is even more scarce. 
  
The present study reveals two main categories: 1) Experiencing emotional rollercoaster and 2)             
Implementing coping strategies. The first category suggests that there is a variety of emotions              
associated with climate change that graduate students of sustainability-related programmes experience           
throughout their education, yet such process is neither linear nor paradigmatic, or in other words, a                
typical solitary pattern of experiencing distinct emotions is absent and different students might             
experience different emotions (e.g. dominant emotion during one’s studies would be anger rather than              
worry, or vice versa;). Similarly to the study of Smith and Leiserowitz (2014), where they establish                
that adults experience a wide range of discrete emotions in regard to climate change, my study shows                 
that the most prevalent emotions among students in sustainability-related programmes are found to be              
worry, anger, (personal/micro-level) guilt, hope, frustration, confusion, and powerlessness. Students          
do not necessarily experience just one exclusive emotion, but a combination or alternation of several               
emotions (e.g. a student might experience guilt, hope, and worry at the same time, or he/she might feel                  
hopeful, but after some time quite worried and powerless). As one can see, most of the emotional                 
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responses to the phenomenon of climate change are relatively negative, however there is also one               
positive emotion (hope). Findings about emotions of anger, guilt, and hope are aligned with the Smith                
and Lazarus’ structural model of appraisal, while worry, frustration, confusion, and powerlessness            
have only some similar patterns emerging from the model. In the case of worry one can notice a                  
bigger focus on combination of low future expectancy as well as low emotion-, and problem-focused               
coping potential. Frustration, confusion and powerlessness showed similarities to characteristics of           
“sadness”, yet further research is needed to ensure viability, applicability, and effectiveness of the              
model. 
  
Students feel hopeful when they envision positive future scenarios of how humanity as a whole will                
be able to tackle climate change, however such optimistic orientation seems to depend in particular on                
current political, environmental, and social developments, i.a. hope is reinforced when something            
happens that is deemed by the person to be positive (e.g. increased popularity of international climate                
movement Fridays for Future or good news in the report of the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate                
Change). Hope is especially present in the beginning of the programme or even before it starts, which                 
is connected to one’s anticipations of being able to ‘fix’ the issue of climate change.  
  
According to the results, students usually experience guilt, when they start to regard some of their                
everyday practices or behaviour as unsustainable or more specifically detrimental to the environment.             
Guilt is not necessarily a disadvantageous emotion as students report to be able to internalise more                
sustainable behavioural patterns that contribute to climate change mitigation. One can see that such              
finding is fully aligned with the self-accountability element of the structural model of appraisal (Smith               
and Lazarus, 1993), where the person evaluates that he/she is responsible for the stressful situation,               
and therefore changes his/her behaviour. 
  
On the other hand, students feel angry in case of perceived indifference or/and inaction of other actors                 
(e.g. government authorities, agencies, international organisations, community and family members)          
anticipated as those who are or should be engaged in climate change mitigation. Hence one can argue                 
that an individual that experiences that type of anger transfers, delegates, and deflects the control over                
climate change mitigation process to others by detaching his or her own responsibility for this               
environmental matter (Reese and Jacob, 2015). It could also be presumed that this phenomenon              
coexists with the students’ anticipation that the others allegedly possess appropriate knowledge,            
power, influence, and expertise or at least have obligation to do something about climate change               
(Nightingale, 2017). Similarly to guilt, anger can provide additional motivational power to engage             
more with the climate change issue in order to address associated feelings of (environmental) injustice               
and resentment. 
  
Frustration, hopelessness and powerlessness are associated by students with perceived lack or loss of              
control over the climate change issue or impression that their knowledge, involvement, actions and              
altered behavioural practices contribute too little or nothing at all to general improvement of the               
situation. Frustration, confusion and similar negative emotions appear in the middle of the             
programme, and seem to become more dominating after previous positive emotions of hope and              
optimistic anticipations from the programmes due to increased awareness of uncertainty and            
complexity of sustainability science. 
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Being one of the most prominent emotions among the students that was revealed during the coding                
process, students’ worry sometimes originated from concern about current and future generations due             
to uncertainty of the future with disadvantageous and disrupting consequences of climate change, and              
that prompts invision of subsequent fatalistic scenarios (e.g. health hazards, environmental crises,            
wars and conflicts over available resources, injustice and inequality). Similarly to guilt, worry has an               
affect on behaviour and attitudes (e.g. family planning). Respondents also experience worry due to              
perceived loss of agency as well as its impact on the issue overall, or due to inaction or indifference of                    
actors in climate change mitigation. Worry was mostly pronounced after students had completed             
several courses in their programmes, however it intensified more along continuation of the             
programme. 
  
The second category Implementing coping strategies reveals that there is a variety of emotion-,              
problem-, and meaning-focused coping strategies (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984, Ojala, 2012, Carroll,            
2013), that students use in order to diminish negative emotions as well as elicit positive ones.                
Identified problem-focused coping strategies include: further active engagement and contribution,          
decomposing climate change and addressing smaller challenges, redirecting focus to personal abilities            
and behaviour, getting inspired and learning from others, seeking professional psychological help.            
Emotion-focused coping encompasses: taking a creative approach, seeking emotional support within           
one’s close social circle and community, turning to therapeutic features of nature, emotional             
distancing, and acceptance. Finally, distinguished meaning-focused coping strategies are using          
humour and turning negative emotions into one’s advantage. According to the coding process and              
continuous data comparison, the most effective coping strategies for students were further active             
engagement and contribution, decomposing climate change and addressing smaller challenges, turning           
negative emotions into one’s advantage (positive reappraisal/reframing) and acceptance as they           
provided relief of negative emotions and elicitation of positive ones. 
  
My research shows that even though several negative emotions (e.g. guilt, frustration, powerlessness,             
and confusion) and relevant coping strategies (e.g. emotional distancing) might have disadvantageous            
effects on the overall subjective well-being of the students as well as their motivation to be engaged in                  
climate change mitigation, the same emotions can be beneficial too. For instance, experiencing             
personal guilt can make students prone to more sustainable behavioural change, or anger and worry               
can make students more likely to be actively engaged in climate change mitigation. This key finding                
corresponds with the findings of Ojala’s research (2013, p. 2202), viz. students that have profound               
feelings of worry and anxiety engage in information-seeking and solution-oriented behaviour           
(problem-focused strategies), if they are able to cope with these negative emotions constructively. 
  
Moreover, Zummo, Gargroetzi and Antero Garcia (2020) have recently analysed 350 letters written             
by middle and high school students to the US President by using a qualitative coding scheme and                 
found out that studied youth recognised negative consequences of climate change, and thus             
experienced fear (possible devastating impact of climate change on people and wildlife) and hope              
(importance of the individual and collective action solutions, trust in technology) regardless of             
geographical and sociopolitical boundaries. In contrast, my study shows that students of            
sustainability-related programmes do not have hope in technology as the panacea for solving climate              
change dilemma, yet they believe in finding appropriate solutions for the matter by engaging on both                
individual and collective levels. 
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In comparison to the results of already mentioned studies by Ojala (2012a, 2012b, 2012c), my               
research shows similar problem-focused strategies employed by students (i.a. reappraisal of climate            
change as a collective issue; preliminary actions such as seeking additional relevant information; and              
direct actions such as change towards more sustainable everyday behavioural practices and decisions,             
and spreading awareness about the necessity of change). Yet students of sustainability-related            
programmes utilise a wider range of this kind of coping, including decomposing climate change and               
addressing smaller challenges, getting inspired and learning from others, and seeking professional            
psychological help. On the other hand, the majority of the discovered emotion-focused coping             
strategies were almost alike to those in the Ojala’s research (e.g. distancing/avoidance behaviour,             
hyperactivation, and seeking social support), and only de-emphasising the seriousness of the climate             
change was absent. Also, chosen students implement other emotion-focused strategies such as taking             
a creative approach, and turning to therapeutic features of nature. Finally, meaning-focused strategies             
of students were identical to those of young adults (i.a. positive reappraisal, positive thinking) except               
coping strategy that focuses specifically on trust in other actors was absent, whereas using humour               
was present in comparison to Ojala’s study. 
  
Potential reasons for utilisation of additional coping strategies might be the intensity, frequency of and               
access to in-depth knowledge on climate change as well tolerance of uncertain and complex nature of                
sustainability issues in relevant education (Andersson, 2018). Another reason for pointed differences            
can be, as Verlie (2019, pp. 758-760) puts in her study on emotional experiences of undergraduate                
students enrolled in climate change course, that students embark on a complicated process of              
“learning to live-with climate change”, wherein students are “continuing to act (-with) for a future               
which is desirable despite being different, or perhaps acting-with for a future that is less bad than it                  
would have been if we did not act”. Therefore, a more solution-oriented approach is preferred. 
  
As it has been noted before, I used the constructivist grounded theory of Charmaz (2006) as a                 
methodological approach, which allowed an appropriate level of adjustability due to immediate data             
analysis and constant comparison. In addition, I believe that an exploratory character of the grounded               
theory allows a more unbiased theory construction. Such qualitative research methods have clear             
advantages over the quantitative research methods in the field of education and psychology, because              
the latter derives from the methods of natural sciences (Poplin, 1987). 
  
For instance, in the already indicated study of Verplanken and Roy (2013, p. 2), the researcher used                 
quantitative methods that consisted of an online survey with the opening question: “How often do you                
have thoughts about the environment, which you find worrying, uncomfortable, or upsetting?”. Then             
respondents who responded “every now and then”, “sometimes”, “often”, and “all the time” were              
asked to note worries about the environment, while only those who answered “never” were dismissed               
(Ibid.). As a result, 660 worries were generated (Ibid., p. 3). One might argue that such                
methodological approach can contribute to the distorted understanding of studied phenomena, and            
therefore Poplin suggests that qualitative methods should be used for research in the domain of               
education (1987), and, I argue, (environmental) psychology. 
  
To conclude, one should note that there are several research limitations of my study, namely the                
results cannot be generalised further than this study, and thus further research is needed, viz. on other                 
factors that influence appraisal and emotional responses of students toward climate change,            
effectiveness of coping strategies, etc. 
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7. Conclusion 
  
The aim of the study was to investigate the emotional reactions to climate change and relevant coping                 
strategies among graduate students of sustainability-related programmes. By using the constructivist           
grounded theory, the study reveals that there is a wide range of emotions that students experience                
throughout their education in regard to climate change as well as a variety of associated coping                
strategies to diminish negative emotions and elicit positive ones to a certain extent. 
  
The study shows students that study sustainability-related programmes often experience so-called           
negative emotions about climate change (worry, guilt, anger, frustration, powerlessness/hopelessness,          
confusion), which have consequent implications for their subjective well-being, behaviour, and           
attitudes. Yet, some students are able to find and use beneficial sides of these emotions (e.g.                
embracing worry and finding further environmental engagement), which is similar to the results of              
Ojala (2013, 2016). On the other hand, there was only one so-called positive emotion, namely hope. 
  
On the other hand, students utilise several problem-, emotion-, and meaning-focused coping            
strategies. This thesis reveals that students estimate further active engagement and contribution,            
turning negative emotions into one’s advantage (positive reappraisal), decomposing climate change           
and addressing smaller challenges as the most effective coping strategies. One of the most unexpected               
findings was that several students sought professional psychological help. This supports the argument             
that experiencing negative emotions about climate change have significant implications for one’s            
well-being and overall mental health, and thus further research is necessary. 
  
Moreover, the line-by-line coding process showed that the majority of students did not have courses               
dedicated to environmental psychology or had a very limited number of relevant course elements (1-2               
lectures, seminars) on this topic. Nevertheless, students expressed that they would be in favour of               
having more available courses/courses elements, because they believed that it would create a platform              
for getting more education on emotional responses and relevant coping strategies as well as their               
sensibilisation and normalisation. 
  
To conclude, this thesis is of special interests for teachers, educators, and researchers in the domain of                 
sustainability education (education for sustainable development), because it provides an overview of            
possible emotional responses to climate change and associated coping strategies that students might             
use. Awareness of the fact that going through negative emotions is normal and shared among several                
students who dedicate their time and energy to study sustainability-related programmes should be             
reinforced by the teachers and educators. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A: Examples of quotes associated with relevant        
focused codes (themes) 
  
Speculating about emotional outcomes if one has not studied sustainability 
  
[Experiencing negative emotions] wouldn't be as much because I wouldn't know enough. And I think               
one of the important differences is that maybe I had some knowledge before, but if you hear it like                   
once a month or every other month, then you can hear it and then you sort of forget it because there is                      
so much other knowledge that you get, but in this case, I heard about it three times a day, for two                     
years. I heard about it or read about it.  (Respondent 11) 
  
Probably less or probably later. Because [during the programme] there was a lot of information...very               
in-depth and very detailed all at once [...] [feelings] would have been less intense. (Respondent 1) 
  
I think it could easily have been a topic or an issue where I had gotten a feeling that something was                     
wrong and then rushed the problem aside or tried to forget it because it would seem too big and                   
difficult to handle. (Respondent 4) 
  
Hope: from small steps to protopian futures 
  
I think there is also some hope, because perhaps there is a chance that people will start doing                  
something about the way they live and the way this society is organised… [the way] economy is                 
organised. So perhaps people will do something about it in the face of a climate crisis. So in that                   
sense, I do feel a little bit hopeful. (Respondent 7) 
  
Q: Who or what gives you hope? 
A: Other people, young people… Greta [Thunberg]. And the idea that maybe the world has started to                 
wake up. It might be too late, but at least it started waking up. (Respondent 10) 
  
[...] I am currently working with a lot of people who are working with the environment so that also                   
helps me be more positive and more hopeful because I know that there are a lot of these smart people                    
who can really help. (Respondent 3) 
  
[...] I realised what climate change is and how we're all affected by it and how we're also part of the                     
problem. We can also be a part of the solution. (Respondent 12) 
  
[...] I really don't know if we're going to be able to prevent 80% of the damage, maybe some of the                     
damage [...] But at least I'm just going to go down trying. Yeah, because at least I'll feel like I have                     
done everything in my power [...] (Respondent 1) 
In the beginning [of the studies], I had a hope because I thought I was going to get solutions.                   
(Respondent 1) 
  
And I feel like a part of me was hoping to find a fixed plan that I can just sign off and invest my                        
energy into making it a reality. (Respondent 12) 
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In the beginning [of the programme], I felt energetic and excited and like I had a goal. (Respondent                  
11) 
  
[...] small actions can change a lot… can make a lot of change. I was optimistic and I'm still                   
optimistic. (Respondent 8) 
  
It feels more optimistic because you see that they [professors at university] are doing something. And                
they are trying to influence the policymakers as well. So I was feeling more hopeful in that sense.                  
(Respondent 6) 
  
Personal guilt: trying to do one’s best 
  
And I think initially I was drowned in how many decisions every day I had to make about                  
sustainability. When I wash my hands, when I do the laundry, when I do grocery shopping, when I                  
travel to school [...] Every decision was drowned in guilt. (Respondent 11) 
  
[...] I had some unforeseen personal circumstances in my family. So I couldn't postpone it [plan to                 
travel by bus] too much. So then I actually had to fly and I felt super embarrassed about it. I didn't                     
dare tell anyone. I didn't dare to tell my parents or anyone. I really didn't have any other choice.                   
(Respondent 1) 
  
I guess the guilt was sort of growing gradually because I've realised that not enough is being done and                   
I tried to exhaust myself and [I was] trying to do more. (Respondent 7) 
  
[...] after I got a bit of guilt for that [meat-eating habit], I reduced my consumption. I'm still eating                   
meat sometimes, but way less than I did in the past. But that sort of guilt played a role in my                     
behaviour. (Respondent 9) 
  
I consider myself an environment-friendly person and I am known as eco-friendly in the community,               
and whenever I have to [...] drive [...] I feel like people are pointing out their hands on me and telling                     
me: oh, such a shame you're doing [this]. You have this guilty feeling. (Respondent 6) 
  
But it's also like joining a movement and being more political. I feel guilty about not doing it.                  
(Respondent 7) 
  
  
I hadn't felt ashamed or guilty of being from [my country] because that's not something I have chosen                  
myself. [...] But what I have tried to do is to understand why myself and the place I am from can be                      
legitimately criticized for the way we do things, and then try to engage in ways to change that.                  
(Respondent 4) 
  
Anger: not understanding indifference and inaction of other actors 
  
I felt angry because people are not listening and people don't care. I just don't understand how people                  
[...] put themselves above everyone and also think only in the short term. (Respondent 1) 
  
[...] I was always [...] concerned and angry that people didn't treat the earth the right way and treat                   
animals the right way. (Respondent 10) 
  
I felt a degree of anger in relation to the previous generations. (Respondent 11) 
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I felt so much anger at how my peers around me just weren't seeing this [climate injustice] and weren't                   
doing anything about it. And those who did see things they sometimes still wouldn't care. And when                 
talking with people about climate change, [...] the answer I got was: well, what difference would it                 
make? [...] (Respondent 12) 
  
Anger really came from analysing institutions of power and decision makers in society. The              
underlying project of the elements is about growth and it's about, you know, increasing economic               
superiority of particular countries. People that already had power and wealth [are] spreading a single               
worldview to the rest of the world. And I felt like that was wrong. (Respondent 10) 
  
I felt angry about the people who have all the power [and] money and they really can change the                   
situation. But they don't want to do it. [...] They just don't listen. (Respondent 2) 
  
Problem with anger is that I am one of those persons who are responsible for climate change. So I am                    
angry with myself. But I try to not be angry and try to be more hopeful (Respondent 8) 
  
Anger is my strong one although I have to say that I like being angry. Because it motivates me more                    
to do something. [...] (Respondent 7) 
  
I feel like anger sometimes is positive and sometimes negative. It can fuel a lot of energy. But if the                    
anger is not channeled into something constructive it can also lead to this fatigue and powerlessness,                
which I experienced was very draining and negative. (Respondent 12) 
  
  
Frustration, confusion and powerlessness: dissonance between anticipations and reality 
  
[...][I experience] powerlessness... that it doesn't matter. And it doesn't matter what I do. There's               
nothing I can do to help. (Respondent 11) 
  
I felt useless with all my knowledge because I couldn't do anything. It was very frustrating for me that                   
other people are not really interested in the knowledge you have. (Respondent 2) 
  
I can't help but feel very pessimistic at times because we're dealing with things that are totally out of                   
our control. (Respondent 3) 
  
I started to feel really pessimistic and also negative about myself as I said, like I made lots of changes                    
on me. I changed my diet. I started to be more like ‘green’ in transportation etc. But I see that those                     
[changes] are not enough. (Respondent 6) 
  
[...] I was just too overwhelmed with everything. [...] It just felt like everything was pointless and                 
everything was falling apart. (Respondent 1) 
  
But I ended up in these moments where I just feel that nothing…nothing matters. (Respondent 4) 
  
I feel like I'm similar to the previous generations that I'm angry with. I'm the same. And I think that                    
makes me feel incapacitated that I'm just the same as they are. [...] Which again, connects with your                  
frustration because if I [am the one] who has taken a master's programme [related to sustainability]                
cannot change my habits more than I do, I’m no better than anyone else. (Respondent 11) 
  
Sometimes [I am] feeling like I just want to give up, I don't care anymore. [...] We're just gonna die                    
anyway. (Respondent 1) 
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[...] at one point I just didn't have any energy anymore. Because I kept asking: what's the point? What                   
is this actually doing? How is it changing? (Respondent 12) 
  
I didn't have any energy. I didn't have any power or anything. I just was in my bed laying down for a                      
month or two without any motivation to do anything. (Respondent 2) 
  
I think sometimes it made me step back…not to open articles that had anything to do with climate                  
change or biodiversity. I felt my head was already full and it needed some time to process it.                  
(Respondent 4) 
Frustration definitely, especially when communicating to family members or people close to me, who              
approached me with a degree of disdain, I think for communicating the environmental issues with this                
urgency and passion, I suppose. (Respondent 11) 
  
But because people constantly say that there's no point to it, it really affects you negatively. So I think,                   
yeah, that would also be hopeless in a way. (Respondent 3) 
  
Being confronted with people and just biting my tongue...not saying anything, just stopping             
commenting, because it just causes frustration for both sides. You're just making people hate you               
because you're just going to be a radical environmentalist rather than someone that they can share                
their positive feelings with. (Respondent 1) 
  
[...] in the middle, it gets a little messy because you don't really see what all the different parts are,                    
how they're connecting, and how they're causing you to change the way you think and what you                 
know. [...] (Respondent 10) 
  
In the middle... I’d say maybe after one year of studying I was faced with a big depression that I can’t                     
do all these things. I didn't have motivation or power and I felt a bit broken that nobody needed my                    
knowledge or nobody cared about it. (Respondent 2) 
  
But the more I started studying and the more I dove into the topic, the more confused I got.                   
(Respondent 12) 
  
In the middle I was starting to say okay, this is not really applied. This is a lot about the problems and                      
understanding them and seeing causes and consequences so then it started the sort of feeling of worry                 
and the feeling of hopelessness because then I started to see the magnitude. (Respondent 9) 
  
I thought it was a bit more applied in the sense that maybe we were learning some tools or so. But at                      
first I was hopeful because I [was] going to learn something that I can then apply into my work to                    
make what I studied more sustainable, no. But then yeah, the programme unfolded and I found out                 
that it was actually way more critical. (Respondent 9) 
  
Q: So why do you think you have such a rapid change in your feelings of being optimistic and                   
energetic to powerless? 
A: I expected to get knowledge but also tools for how to contribute to change. 
Q: And you didn't get them? 
A: No, exactly. (Respondent 11) 
  
But also a bit of hopelessness because [studies were] especially critical of everything. (Respondent              
12) 
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[...] it feels like every time you have people come with a solution, but that solution is also damaging.                   
[...] It seems like every solution then becomes a new problem. So it just keeps on going. It's this chain                    
reaction of crises. (Respondent 1) 
  
I'm more aware [of] what is happening and [that] nothing is a good solution and everything [has]                 
positive and negative effects. (Respondent 8) 
  
But I definitely think the complexity was something that was difficult [...]. (Respondent 4) 
  
I suppose there was confusion definitely. Because there were many different accounts when one              
person said this works and another person said that works. And it was difficult to know how to                  
approach the issue, since there were so many different ideas on the table. (Respondent 11) 
  
I think, like everybody in the programme I felt we were going there to get answers and we only got                    
problems. [...] You're [refers to programme educators] only giving us problems. Why are there no               
solutions? You're not giving us any solutions. [...] (Respondent 1) 
  
Q: Who influenced you during your studies? And how? 
A: Teachers, definitely, because no one spoke about solutions. No One. No one spoke about solutions.                
That's my memory of it anyway. They were just talking about how terrible everything is … and                 
problematising… like on one hand you can do this but on the other one hand that's bad. So the                   
teachers, they didn't say anything good. (Respondent 11) 
  
I feel like our programme gave us a lot of knowledge about the problems, [but] didn't give us tools                   
how to [solve them]. (Respondent 2) 
  
Worry: from safety and well-being of current and future generations to complexity and scope of               
climate change 
  
Especially in the context of climate change I feel really worried. Looking back at this one year, I                  
would say that I became more worried and I became more anxious about the future. And it really                  
worried me what will happen in 10 years or 20 years? What will happen to humanity, to all the livings                    
and to the earth? Yes, a very anxious situation for me. (Respondent 6) 
  
But now I'm just realising that it's going to be unbearable. [...] There is going to be political instability.                   
There's going to be conflicts, crisis, migration. People are going to die. There are just going to be                  
extreme storms, etc. And a lot of diseases. When people are fighting for [their] lives are not always                  
very nice. So it's just going to be chaos. And that's not a nice world to live in...not for me, not for the                       
next generations. (Respondent 1) 
  
And ultimately, I want any child today to grow up in a world with less drama, less sadness, less worry                    
than the one I was born into. I think that's the common cause of humanity is to make the world a                     
better place. (Respondent 10) 
  
So what I think people might worry about is that there's no future for their children and for them. So                    
they sort of lose meaning in life. Why do anything if the planet’s burning? (Respondent 7) 
  
[...] when I'm thinking about maybe building a family, I often surprise myself [by] questioning [if] I                 
really want to put someone out there. If I think about having a kid then I'm also thinking: but do I                     
really want to put a new person, a new generation out there that has to deal with way worse problems                    
that we are dealing with right now. It's sort of stopping me a bit. (Respondent 9) 
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I don't even know if I still want to have kids, for example. And I always wanted to have four kids.                     
And I don't think I want children anymore. (Respondent 1) 
  
In addition, students link their awareness of the fact that there are more vulnerable and less privileged                 
people who already have to deal with the brunt of climate change and its effects. This unequal burden                  
of climate change that falls on disadvantaged groups is understood as cause for suffering, and this                
worries respondents. 
  
I feel anxiety when I connect a very abstract ecological or climate crisis to actual people. So the                  
anxiety comes when I realise well these people are going to suffer tremendously…these people are               
going to lose their homes and these people are going to have to flee. (Respondent 12) 
  
Because I don't want people to be hurt. I feel like I empathise with a lot of people. And I think I                      
especially empathise with the people who are gonna get hit the hardest (Respondent 7) 
  
But it was a very abstract worry, because I couldn't see it with my own eyes. The world seemed to go                     
on as normal. But I had this feeling inside that something was completely wrong that the world was                  
waiting to crack somehow. It was a worry that was quite abstract, which often makes it a little bit                   
difficult [...] (Respondent 4) 
  
It [worry] still felt abstract enough for me to not get close to my heart. (Respondent 12) 
  
But I have a hard time connecting to things if I'm not seeing [them] or like if I'm not there. So I have a                        
hard time just listening to a lecture about something abstract [...] (Respondent 5) 
  
  
And I think one worry that I had is related to the drought that we experienced in my home country last                     
summer. And my brother lives outside of the town where I live, and his well went dry, which made                   
things very concrete. (Respondent 11) 
  
I think I started worrying about that when the typhoons that I experienced getting worse and worse.                 
There was a time when it didn't stop raining at all for maybe close to 24 hours and because of that,                     
there was a lot of major flooding that happened. (Respondent 3) 
  
But this winter was really weird. It was feeling like spring and summer. And it was the way for me to                     
realise that things are changing. And unfortunately, it is very rapid. And it's really scary too, because                 
we might lose our seasons or even [experience] a shift in the seasons. [This] is quite scary I realised                   
(Respondent 6) 
  
[...] the main worry if we can call it like that was non-action that everybody was taking or the action                    
that nobody was taking to tackle the issues... I don't think it's taken seriously enough anyway by the                  
people that actually count... by institutions... by those that make decisions, decision makers,             
policymakers... I really felt like I couldn't do enough.  (Respondent 9) 
  
I've been to a few conferences of development agencies. It's really worrisome because there's a huge                
amount of money that has been going in this field [...]. But I feel like the world is less changed. [...]                     
(Respondent 8) 
  
I feel like I experienced anxiety when I couldn’t see my agency. (Respondent 12) 
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I think it was a frustration that it doesn't matter how much I want to do something about it, it's not                     
going to help. A triggering factor was that I did an internship...I thought that this would be a good...                   
but it was complete chaos, and I lost confidence in those working to achieve the environmental impact                 
in this field. (Respondent 11) 
  
I was panicking about the fate of the planet and life on earth and all the things I love that make life                      
feel worth living…like going outside, seeing the sunlight, coming through the forest, hearing birds,              
and just, you know, existing and being able to live life colourfully. [...] You know, not having nature                  
to refer to or animals, the stories, the things I grew up with. (Respondent 10) 
  
[I care] ... maybe because of my values… I value nature. I value animals and I value fresh air… sun. I                     
feel that the Earth and nature are my home. And I love nature a lot. [...] That’s why it's so important.                     
And I worry about it…and care [about it]. (Respondent 2) 
  
I think worrying starts from caring. Something bad is happening to something that you care about.                
And I think caring is something that everybody's born with. This fundamental connection to the living                
world around us. [...] (Respondent 4) 
  
Well, first of all I started worrying about it because I think it's so beautiful. I would hate for things to                     
disappear...like the variety of landscapes on this planet that we have, flora and fauna, and everything                
is just amazing. It's just good. Nature never ceases to amaze me wherever I go. So at first, I didn't                    
want to lose that. (Respondent 1) 
  
But yeah, I think maybe after our first two or three classes is when I started having trouble sleeping                   
because I was so concerned about the fate of the planet. And that no one really had a good grasp on it.                      
There weren't any movements to try to fix it as strong as I was hoping. (Respondent 10) 
  
Q: And after you completed some courses about climate change and several other environmental              
problems, can you tell me how you were feeling? 
A: Well I was feeling very depressed. It's not a nice thing learning about how much humanity                 
contributed to climate change and how little has been done about it despite the knowledge about it [...]                  
So yeah I think the more I knew, the more worried and sad I was about it. (Respondent 7) 
  
Very big problems with worrying or anxiety or frustration I got like, after I have been studying a                  
master programme [...] maybe like after one year of studying, then it was too much information,                
which I didn't know before. And I didn't expect to get this information. And I got maybe too much                   
information. (Respondent 2) 
  
Q: And when if at all did you first notice worrying about the environment? 
A: During the master’s [programme], definitely, yeah. After some of the classes… I cannot really               
pinpoint a day in time, but it's sort of the more you know, the worse it gets. So yeah, as soon as we                       
dive deeper into the topics in the master’s [programme], then it was like: oh my God, the scale of this                    
is so much larger than what I thought. (Respondent 9) 
  
[I started to worry] probably already as a child. Learning about endangered species, traveling as well                
when I went to Africa and endangered species because of human activity. (Respondent 1) 
  
You only see the bad news, right? Because those are the ones that are title-worthy. So it's that I think                    
it's really conditioned… like reading news, and it's only bad news. Like really, I don't remember a                 
time when I read good news about something related to the environment. So I think that for sure                  
played also a role. And because at the end you don't know. Now information is so fragmented, so that                   
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you never know if it's actually how the news media framing it…makes it sound so bad or if it's                   
actually that bad. (Respondent 9) 
  
Anxiety [...] stops you. It stops me from having creative solutions. It stops me from seeing purpose                 
and the things that I'm doing. (Respondent 12) 
This worry inside [...] does’t help you to do or change something. [I] just felt paralysed. You don't do                   
anything. (Respondent 2) 
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Appendix B: Consent form for the participant of the interviews 
  

Consent form 
  

You have been invited to participate in the interview where I am going to ask you about your                  
emotions, experiences, and reflections in regards to environmental problems, your well-being and            
your studies. 
  
This interview is a part of a degree research project about emotions regarding climate change among                
students of academic programmes related to sustainability, sustainable development and similar fields.            
The research project is conducted by Uladzislau Zubkevich who is a graduate student at Uppsala               
University under supervision of Prof. Stephan Barthel from University of Gävle. 
  
Major aim of this research is to get a more profound insight into the phenomenon of emotions about                  
climate change, its interconnectedness with students’ well-being as well as relevant coping            
mechanisms. 
  
Your identity and personal information will be kept confidential and anonymous. Parts of your              
responses and brief information about your programme and university might be published in the              
paper. Participation in the research study is completely voluntary. You can withdraw your consent              
within one week after the interview by notifying me by phone or 
email. With your permission, the interview is being recorded for educational purposes. The interview              
transcript will be sent to you for verification before any analysis of data begins. 
  
Should you have any questions regarding the study or your involvement in it, please do not hesitate to                  
contact me by phone at [my personal telephone number] or by email at [my email address] . 
  
By signing this consent form you confirm that you have read provided above information and agreed                
to participate in this research study. 
  
  
_______________________________________________ 
(Name and Surname, Signature, Date, Place) 
  
  
The form was completed by Uladzislau Zubkevich on 17.02.2020 in Solna, Sweden. 
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Appendix C: Preliminary and developed questions for the        
interviews 
  
Initial open-ended questions 
  
1. Tell me about what you study now and why you have decided to study your particular subject? 
2. What did you study before? During those previous studies how did you feel about environmental                
problems? 
3. Before you started your academic programme at university, what knowledge did you have about               
environmental issues such as climate change, biodiversity loss and so on? 
4. When, if at all did you first notice worrying about the environment? 
5. After you completed some courses about climate change and several other environmental problems,              
can you tell me how you were feeling? Did you start to have more thoughts about the environment,                  
which you find worrying, uncomfortable or upsetting? Could you describe those thoughts? 
6. Which emotions or feelings did you experience? What was it like? What did you think then? 
7. Do you think that experiencing these emotions has more positive or negative influence on you?                
What are positive influences? What are negative ones? 
8. Who, if anyone, influenced your feelings during your studies? Tell me about how they influenced                
you. What else contributed to you experiencing those feelings? 9. Why do you think you are worried                 
about the environment? 
10. What did you try to do about this feeling? Where did you get information about environmental                 
problems? 
  
Intermediate questions 
  
1. How, if at all did studies have any influence on your feelings or well-being? Please describe this                  
influence. 
2. How have your thoughts and feelings about environmental issues changed throughout your climate              
change education? 
3. Tell me about how you learned to manage your feelings about global environmental issues. What                
problems might you encounter? Tell me the sources of these problems. 
4. When you realised that you have those feelings, did you talk to any organisation or other people                  
such as your friends, family, programme peers about your feelings and experiences? Who has been               
the most helpful to you during this time? How has this person or organisation been helpful? 
5. Did you try to come up with some solutions to the problem? Please describe those solutions? How                  
did you use your past experiences to help you with the problem? 
  
Ending questions 
 
1. If you haven’t studied your subject, would you have been experiencing those feelings you have                
mentioned before? How would it be different then? 
2. What advice would you give to students who want to study sustainability? What advice would you                 
give to students already studying sustainability if they feel anxious or depressed when it comes to                
global environmental issues? 
3. As you look back on your time in university are there any other events that stand out in your mind                     
in regards to your well-being and emotions about environmental issues? Could you describe it? 
4. Could you describe the most important lessons you learned through experiencing worry about              
climate? 
5. What do you think are the most important ways to address negative feelings about environmental                
issues? 
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6. Is there anything else you think I should know to understand emotions or feelings regarding                
environmental problems better? 
7. Is there anything you would like to ask me? 
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